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Media industry in Hong Kong has been developing rapidly. After recent years of 
development, Hong Kong television viewers nowadays can have access to up to 38 
domestic and regional television channels with various choices of programs. However, 
with the fast pace of change in the industry, how to keep the existing audience as their 
loyal viewers and how to acquire new customers become the most important issues 
facing by broadcasting media in Hong Kong. These questions are particularly 
significant to Wharf Cable, a new-born media organization which began to operate in 
1993. lt offers first subscription television programs for the Hong Kong audience on a 
large scale, yet its performance for the past few years has been quite disappointing. 
Thus, this research aims to study the Hong Kong television viewership market and 
formulate appropriate marketing strategies for Wharf Cable. It is hoped that through 
these strategies, Wharf Cable can further advance its market share and develop a strong 
and leading position in the television industry. 
Psychographic segmentation was employed to examine the existing Hong Kong 
television viewership market, because it is believed that it can explain most market 
phenomena and consumer behavior. Past research in cable television industry were 
also reviewed for the present study. 
i 
Questionnaire survey was employed in the data collection stage. A total of 319 
questionnaires, which examined the psychographics, demographics as well as the 
ii 
media usage pattern of the existing television viewers, were collected. Through factor 
and cluster analysis, six potential viewership segments were identified. Media usage 
pattern, reasons of subscribing and not subscribing Cable TV and types ofmost favorite 
programs were also investigated. 
It was found that Yuppies, Fashion Followers and Community and Family Carers were 
the three most potential segments that Cable TV should target to. To seek for more 
program varieties was the most important reason for respondents to subscribe Cable 
TV. While most non-subscribers found themselves not have the necessity to subscribe 
Cable TV, price may not be the most important factor of not subscribing. It also 
examined that audience who were less satisfied with non-subscription TVs would be 
more likely to subscribe Cable TV. Appropriate marketing strategies were developed 
with respect to the above results in the study. 
4 
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1.1.1 Reason for Study 
In 1985, a broadcasting review committee of the government proposed to introduce 
Cable TV to Hong Kong. Two years later, another research report for the government 
proposed to introduce another telecommunication network to crack the monopoly of 
Hong Kong Telecom on fixed telecommunication network business. However, 
subscription TV was still not introduced to Hong Kong until 1993. A pay-TV license 
was granted to Wharf Cable in June 1993. 
Since Wharf Cable TV was first launched on 31st October 1993，the company is always 
suffering from poor performance. From 25,000 subscription households at the very 
beginningi，the subscription rate didn't boom until mid-96 when Cable gained 
exclusive live-broadcasting right for Euro 96 European championship football 
matches, and reached 300,000 households only until the end of 1996 .^ 
Currently, the subscription rate is 320,000 households^ still a distance below the 
expected break-even rate of 450,000 households*. To have the investment ofbillions of 
Hong Kong dollars recovered, Wharf Cable seems to need reforms. Despite technical 
/ 
1 "Governor Opens Pay-TV Service" Hong Kong Standard, 1 November 1993. 
2 Ng, Stephen T.H. "Wharf Cable Pass the Milestone of300,000" Horizon (1996), P.4-5. 
3 “有線申請毋須刪廣告，年省500萬” S | , 一九九七年二月四曰. 
4 “九倉有線電視訂戶十六萬五千"信報,一九九五年十一月十一运. . 
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and operational barriers, what are critical to Wharf Cable's success are marketing 
issues, which include strategies for pricing, promotion, distribution and most 
importantly the product itself. 
In this study, it is desired to investigated whether Wharf Cable has currently adopted 
correct marketing strategies. Without a marketing mix adaptable to market 
environment, a company could never build competitive niches over competitors and 
thus survive in the market. 
L1.2 Approach for Study 
To formulate appropriate marketing strategies, market segmentation is believed to be 
the core elements, especially in contemporary marketing. Market segmentation leads to 
precise definitions of the market in terms of consumer needs, and thus improves 
understandings of customers and most importantly who buys what and why it is bought. 
Television broadcasting is a market where individual consumer (television audience) 
has to be combined together into larger buying 'units' to ensure the marketing strategies 
of a company (television station) is both cost effective and manageable. So it is 
believed that the approach of market segmentation is appropriate for television 
broadcasting.^ 
/ 
5 McDonald, Malcom and Dunbar, Ian Market Segmentation 1995 MacMillan Press Ltd., P.xiii. 
3 
There are numerous approaches for market segmentation. One can segment a market 
based on geographic, demographic，psychographic, benefits, usage rate, consumption 
behavior, etc. However, among all, it is believed psychographic-based segmentation 
approach is most suitable to television broadcasting market. 
As defined, psychographic variables may span "a spectrum from self-concept and life 
style to attitudes, interests and opinions, as well as perceptions of product attributes"^. 
Psychographic segmentation is desired to measure "consumer's predisposition to buy a 
product, the influences that stimulate buying behavior and the relationship between the 
consumer's perception of product benefits and his life style, self concept and material 
needs''7 As products of television broadcasting (television programs) are something 
communicating with and entertaining the consumers (television audience), so it is 
obvious andjustified to believe that consumer behavior of television audience depends 
much on the audience's self-concept, life style, attitudes, interests, opinions and 
perceptions of the television programs and thus the psychographic variables. So 
psychographic segmentation is believed to be able to explain most market phenomena 
and consumer behavior of television market. 
In this study, psychographic segmentation is desired to be utilized to identify target 
market segments for Wharf Cable TV, to understand why people subscribe and not 
scribe, and ultimately formulate appropriate marketing strategies for Wharf Cable. 
/ 
6 Demby, Emanuel "The Development and Application of Psychographic Life Style and Associated 
Activity and Attitude Measures" Life Style and Psychographics American Marketing Association 
1974, P.13. ’ 
7 Ibid, P.28. 
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1.2 Market Overview 
1.2.1 Market Definition 
In most general term, Cable TV sells information and entertainment. In this sense, 
Wharf Cable is notjust in the television industry, but in information indu3try as well as 
entertainment industry. Any sources of information or entertainment can thus be 
considered as the competitors of Cable TV. However, for simplicity and feasibility, the 
market being studied is confmed to be: 
the market of broadcasting television service, 
either subscription or free-to-air, 
with Cantonese as primary broadcasting language. 
This definition is well justified for several reasons. First of all, focus should be placed 
on broadcasting television service, rather than other sources of information or 
entertainment. Secondly, as in Hong Kong subscription and free-to-air TVs are very 
similar in terms of features and benefits provided, so they should be considered at the 
same time. Finally, as the mother tongue of more than 97% of Hong Kong population 
is Cantonese, so Cantonese should be the most popular and trivial language for 
broadcasting. Impact from other non-Cantonese broadcasting can be assumed to be 
relatively small and thus be neglected. ‘ 
5 
1.2.2 Competitions 
1.2.2.1 Non-subscription TV 
The free-to-air non-subscription TVs are the primary competitors of Wharf Cable. 
Currently there are two well-established non-subscription TV operators in Hong Kong 
~ Television Broadcasts (TVB) and Asia Television (ATV). Both of them are 
operating two channels, one in Cantonese and one in English. The channels, though not 
exactly 24-hour round, in general operate for at least 16 hours per day. In 1995 the two 
stations together broadcast more than 575 hours of programs per week, among which 
more than 54% were self-productions^ These two stations, especially the Cantonese 
channels, are extremely localized and are highly popular in Hong Kong. 
In 1995, the share between TVB and ATV in term of viewership was about 3:1? 
1.2.2.2 Satellite TV 
Currently only 4 channels of the StarTV providing mainly sports, musical and variety 
programs can be received in Hong Kong. These channels are basically broadcast either 
in Mandarin or English. Although in 1996 it has been deregulated that satellite TV can 
broadcast Cantonese programs to Hong Kong, however, in order to adapt to the 
continent-wide market of Asia-Pacific, StarTV still hasn't adopted Cantonese 
broadcasting. In 1995, 437,000 households in Hong Kong were receiving StarTV. 
t 
8 Annual Report Hong Kong Broadcasting Authority 1994-1995，P.12. 
' f t i d , P.13. 
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According to the definition market in this study, StarTV would not be considered to be 
a direct competitor of Wharf Cable competing in the same market, unless StarTV 
extensively adopts Cantonese as its broadcasting language. 
1.2.2.3 Other Competitors 
In general, other facilities providing video rental services can be considered as 
competitors of the pay-per-view service of Wharf Cable. More specifically, the 
Video-On-Demand (VOD) service of Hong Kong Telecom, which is intended to be 
launched in July 1997, will be another pay-per-view service. Generally, any alternative 
sources of information and entertainment can be considered as the competitors of 
Wharf Cable. However, according to the market definition, these competitions are not 
considered to be direct. Even the VOD service is only considered as secondary 
competitor of Cable TV, as it is determined by the High Court that VOD is only a 
point-to-point "narrow-casting" service not subjecting to the constraints of scheduling, 
rather a-point-to-multi-point "broadcasting" service subject to constraints of 
scheduling.io 
i 
'° "No Pay-TV Licenses For Video-on-demand" Eastern Express, 26 Mar 1996. 
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1.2.3 Market Size 
1.2.3.1 Local Market Audience 
Virtually, the whole population of Hong Kong (1.86 million households, 6.2 million 
population)n is the potential market of audience for television industry. Actually for 
free-to-air TV, the penetration is already 100% -- all households in Hong Kong have 
television sets in their homes^ .^ However, it doesn't mean that the free-to-air TV is 
already very successful and need no improvements. Actually in recent years, the 
viewership of free-to-air TVs has dropped significantly, from the peak of average 40 -
50 rating points in 80's to currently 20 - 30 rating points on average^^. Many reasons, 
including poorer program quality, less time spent on televisions, more attractions or 
distractions from other media, etc. are believed to be responsible for the shrinking 
rating points. Nevertheless, this has created much pressure on the free-to-air TVs for 
years and the two stations have long tried to seek breakthrough in all aspects, especially 
in program types. The most popular programs infortainment, which was introduced by 
ATV a few years ago, is the best illustration of such breakthrough. 
For subscription TV, it is only at the beginning stage and the penetration is relatively 
low. To estimate the potential penetration of subscription TV, figures of other 
countries can be studied as a guideline (Table 1). 
t 
u Summary Report - 1996 Hong Kong Population By-census. 
12 Survey Qn Television Broadcasting 1993/1994 MDR Technology Ltd. 
13 At present, 1 rating represents 50,000 viewers. 
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1.2.3.2 Experience from other countries 
Table 1 Penetration of subscription TV in different countries 
Country Penetration of cable TV in 1993^ ^ 











Hong Kong 5.6% 
Singapore 4.3% 
United Kingdom 3.5% 
Different countries have different level of cable television penetration rates. Even 
within the same region, for example among European countries, different performances 
occur. Smaller European countries, such as Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, 
already have a fairly high cable television penetration. It appears that one of the major 
reasons for the early growth of cable television in the smaller countries can largely be 
I 
i 
14 Figures are from hitemational Marketing Data and Statistics 1997 Euromonitor Publications Ltd. 
9 
explained by the abundant and inexpensive high-quality program availability from 
neighboring countries and the presence of multilingual audiences^^. 
However, although for some larger countries, in particular France, the United Kingdom 
and Germany, have recently launched ambitious plans for cabling their respective 
countries, one would expect cable television penetration considerably more slowly due 
to several reasons. 
First, they cannot use inexpensive, imported foreign programs for the local market. 
Imported programs are of little interest to the audience because of the lack of 
multilingual audiences in the countries or insufficient attractiveness as compared to 
high quality domestic programs. 
Second, the program content of the current terrestrial broadcasting programs is of a 
very high quality in these countries, partly due to the large financial base which is 
related to licensing and advertising income. 
Third, the high penetration rate of video-recorders may due to some extent preempt 
some demand for cable television services, reducing the incentive to connect to cable 
networks.i6 
Though there exists differences in the characteristics of different regional markets, it is 
still believed that the potential of Cable TV in Hong Kong is very high. Taking the 
I 




penetration of India (50%) and an average monthly subscription fee of HK$200 as a 
guideline, it can be estimated that the market size of subscription TV in Hong Kong can 
be up to HK$2.2 billion per year. 
1.2.3.3 Television Commercials 
As television commercials are allowed to be placed in Cable TV, this important source 
of revenue for television operators, especially for free-to-air TV operators, should be 
investigated. 
In 1995, total advertising expenditure in Hong Kong was HK$15 billion, in which 
49.2% or HK$0.74 billion was absorbed by television media.^ ^ Compared with the 
HK$3.33 billion advertising expenditure absorbed by television in 1990'®, the market 
of television commercials has increased by 350% in five-year time, representing an 
annual growth rate of35%. 
So far, as the sole subscription television operator Wharf Cable still hasn't accept 
television commercials yet, the whole television commercials market is shared between 
the other two non-subscription TVs. 
I 
::Ibid. 
18 International Marketing Data and Statistics 1993 Euromonitor Publications Ltd. 
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1.3 Company Profile 
1,3.1 Overview 
Owning by WharfHoldings and thus ultimately by Wheelock Holdings, Wharf Cable 
TV was first launched on 31st October 1993. It is a wired subscription TV providing 
24-hour television broadcasting service with Cantonese as its major but not exclusive 
broadcasting language. It is operating under the license issued by the Commissioner of 
Television and Entertainment Licensing Authority (TELA) and at the same time under 
the supervision of Broadcasting Authority. From 1993 until June 1996，the company 
was operating on a monopoly basis. In 1996，responding to a consultation paper for 
Hong Kong television broadcasting issues by the Secretary for Recreation and Culture 
Branch, TELA decided that no other pay-TV licenses would be issued until another 
review in 1998，as the deregulation would increase the losses of the sole operator Wharf 
Cable. In this sense, Wharf Cable will continue to enjoy the monopoly at least until 
1998. Furthermore, the consultation paper also leaded to a lift of the advertising ban on 
pay-TV. So Wharf Cable can now insert commercials in its broadcasting. 
Initially, WharfCable has invested HK$5 billion in setting up the fiber-optic system for 
broadcasting. In 1994 and 1995, the operating deficits for the company were HK$300 
million and HK$645 million respectivelyi�. 
t 
““有線電視躬損高六億四，料明年止触，” i m , 一九九六年三月二十六曰.• 
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1.3.2 Product 
Currently, Wharf Cable is carrying 15 basic channels, one premium channel "HBO"， 
and 4 pay-per-view channels "Cineplex" (Appendix A). For those households 
connected by the state-of-art broad-band fiber network, they can enjoy 1 more channel 
(China Central Television Channel 4) and the "ITV500 SuperCineplex" service. 
"Cable TV: No. 1 in News, Movies and Sports" and "6 News Channels, 6 Movies 
Channels and 60 hours of Sports Programs Daily" are the current primary product 
positioning of Wharf Cable. Wharf Cable intends to build specialties and competitive 
niches on news, movies and sports programs. 
Secondarily, Wharf Cable emphasizes on "you can choose in Cable", projecting the 
image that Cable TV means choice and variety. 
Different from other free-to-air non-subscription TVs, Cable TV is allowed to 
broadcast programs of Category I l P under certain provisions^\ Wharf Cable also 
utilize this uniqueness as attractions. 
In 1995, Wharf Cable has broadcast 38338 hours of programs (excluding repeats) ^^ 
among which 75% were purchased from overseas, and the remaining were self-
productions. 
t 
20 Programs with adult contents including violence, cruelty, sex, nudity, vulgar languages, etc., and are 
classified to be not suitable for persons aged below 18. 
21 Subscribers have to sign up specifically for the programs of Category III and promise that such 
programs would not be exposed to persons aged below 18. 
22 Annual Report Hong Kong Broadcasting Authority 1994-1995, P.14 • 
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Besides television programs, the "total product" of Cable TV should include its 
supporting service. 24-hour free-of-charge telephone service hot-lines are maintained 
to encounter inquiries from both subscribers and non-subscribers. Technical support 
teams are also stand-by to provide technical support to solve reception problems for 
customers. 
1.3.3 Pricing 
Wharf Cable has adopted a discriminative pricing strategy. For households living in 
public housing, the basic monthly subscription fee is HK$180, while for those 
households in private housing, the basic monthly fee is HK$220. Upon paying this 
basic fee, one can enjoy all 15 basic channels, and an extra HK$60 would have to be 
paid if the premium channel "HBO" is desired to be received. However, besides the 
basic package, other cheaper packages with fewer features are also available (Appendix 
B) . 
For the pay-per-view service, the program contents are usually latest hit movies. The 
charges normally range from HK$20 to HK$30 per view. However, for some special 
programs, like live boxing matches, the charge could be higher and of course program 
dependent. 
Meanwhile, blocked pricing technique has been utilized in the pricing strategy of pay-
i 
per-view service. Wharf Cable has formulated various blocked packages for pay-per-
view programs, like HK$888 for 100 times ofpay-per-view, HK$1388 for 200 times, 
14 
etc. This kind ofblocking has practically reduced the price of pay-per-view program to 
lowest HK$5 per view. 
It is estimated that revenue from pay-per-view service is about HK$60 million per year, 
a small portion of the total revenue of Wharf Cable. 
1.3.4 Distribution 
Before 1996，great difficulties were encountered in accessing some private housing 
estates, especially those whose developers were business competitors of the mother 
companies of Wharf Cable ~ Wharf Holdings and Wheelock Holdings. Now, these 
access difficulties have been resolved by Office of Telecommunication Authority 
(OFTA) and Wharf Cable claimed that the coverage of its basic network can reach 1.35 
million households^^ or about 73% of all homes in Hong Kong. 
On the other hand, Wharf Cable is also progressively implementing its fiber-optic 
network, which could support the carriage of 500 interactive channels and other 
telecommunication services. Currently, Wharf Cable claimed that the fiber-optic 
network can already reach 300,000 households�^. 
^ 
/ 
公 Ng，Stephen T.H. "Wharf Cable Pass the Milestone of 300,000." Horizon (1996)，P 4-5 
24 Md. . 
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1.3.5 Promotion 
So far, one of the most important promotion tools of Wharf Cable is personal selling. 
Wharf Cable is maintaining a sales force of more than 200 sales representatives. These 
sales representatives regularly set up promotion counters in the city to promote the 
service of Cable TV and attract subscription. 
Wharf Cable also places advertisements, mainly on printed media and outdoor 
billboards or poster frames. Wharf Cable has also once placed commercials on one of 
the non-subscription TV Asia Television (ATV) as well as Commercial Radio. 
Besides, lots oftable-stands and brochure-boxes have been placed elsewhere. 
For advertisements, the theme is usually built around either Wharf Cable's specialties 
in news, movies and sports programs, or its feature of "you can choose". Sometimes, 
advertisements for the news channels are launched to position Wharf Cable's news as 
fastest, latest and most accurate. Moreover, some advertisements may theme on special 
programs (live boxing match), special offerings (blocked pay-per-view packages) or 
special achievements (fastest report on certain news), etc. 
1.3.6 Market Share and Penetration ^ 
Wharf Cable claimed that it is the second most watched television station in its 
subscribers' homes, with viewership share of 25 - 28 percents^^ 
i 
25 Ibid. . 
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The subscription rate ofWharf Cable is reported to be 320,000 households in February 
199726 It jg also reported that subscription is growing steadily at a rate of 10,000 
households per month^^ The penetration of Wharf Cable is about 17%, compared to 
the 100% penetration of free-to-air TV. 
Since Wharf Cable has not yet started broadcasting television commercrals, it has no 
share in television commercials market. Wharf Cable intends to starting containing 
commercials from June 1997. 
1.4 Research Objectives 
Considering the market environment and company profile of different television 
stations in Hong Kong, this survey tried to identify an appropriate marketing mix for 
Wharf Cable. The attitude and behavior of television audience, particularly those of 
Cable TV, were identified. Based on these information, marketing niches of Wharf 
Cable were determined and thus competitive marketing strategies were recommended 






27 Ibid. 一 - . 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Market Segmentation 
The foundation of marketing strategy is the concept of market segmentation. First 
recognized by Wendell R. Smith (1956), market segmentation has become an 
indispensable planning tool for today's companies and corporations^®. This concept 
will be used in the following sections of the study in order to develop an appropriate 
marketing strategy for Wharf Cable in targeting different television audience segments 
in Hong Kong. 
Market segmentation is the process of taking a mass market for consumer or industrial 
goods and breaking it up into smaller, more homogeneous subsets based on relevant 
distinguishing characteristics. According to Wendell (1956), segmentation is based 
upon developments on the demand side of the market and represents a rational and 
more precise adjustment of product and marketing effort to consumer or user 
requirements^^ Its main philosophy behind is "something for everybody" within 




28 Wendell R. Smith "Product Differentiation and Market Segmentation as Alternative Marketing 
Strategies" Journal ofMarketing, July 1956，P.3-8. 
29 Md. 
30 Roberts, Alan A "Applying the Strategy of Market Segmentation" Market Segmentation: Concepts 
and Applications Holt, Rinehart and Winston, bic 1961，P.78-88. . 
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2.1.1 Benefits of Market Segmentation 
But should a marketer cut up or segment the market? Engel et al. (1972)'^ stated 
segmentation offers many benefits. For example, segmentation perspective leads to a 
more precise definition of the market in terms of consumer needs. Segmentation thus 
improves management's understanding of the customer and, more importantly, why he 
buys. Management, once understands consumer needs, is in a much better position to 
direct marketing programs that will satisfy these needs and hence will parallel the 
demands of the market. 
Besides, market segmentation leads to a more efficient allocation of marketing 
resources, which can be concentrated in markets where competitive advantage is 
greatest and returns are high. As a result, a sharper brand image can be developed and 
the target consumers will eventually distinguish products and promotion appeals 
directed them. 
Furthermore, market segmentation can also lead to niche marketing, where the 
company can meet most or all of the needs of customers in that niche segment. This can 
result in segment dominance, which is not quite possible in the total market. 
However, on the other hand, the selection of a target market segment can be quite 
costly, particularly when more than one target segment is identified. The firm, in 
addition to using substantially different techniques, must balance the increased costs 
t 
-"Engel, James F, Fiorillo, Henry F, and Cayley, Murray A. Market Segmentation: Concepts and 
Applications Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc 1972，P.2 
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and the projected revenues from the different target segments and adjust the technique 
to reach these markets. 
2.1.2 Characteristics of a Market Segment 
Kotler Philip32 suggested that useful segments must possess 4 characteristics: 
measurability, substantially, actionability and accessibility. • 
Measurability refers to the degree to which the size and content of a segment can be 
measured. In Hong Kong, it is estimated that all individuals in Hong Kong had own 
their television sets in their households". Besides, according to the 1996 Population 
By-census, a total of 1,855,553 households are found in Hong Kong. Given all these 
information, the total population of the television viewers are very easily estimated. 
Besides, the segment should be of substantial size. The market segment must possess 
sufficient purchasing power to make the marketing effort worthwhile. As more people 
in Hong Kong earn an increasing high income and they become more willing to spend 
to enjoy better entertainment, it is predicted that the pay-TV industry should have a 
very good prospect in obtaining a large number of customers. 
« ^ 
Actionability refers to the degree to which marketing mix can be formulated and 
targeted to the specific segments. Actually, for previous years, different media 
organizations have devoted much efforts in formulating marketing strategies for their 
32 Kotler Philip Marketing Management Analysis, Planning, Implementation and Control 6th ed. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey Prentice-Hall International Editions 1988，P.298. 
33 Survey on Television Broadcasting 1993/1994 MDR Technology Ltd., P.5 
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mass consumers as a whole. It is believed that a more effective marketing mix can be 
formulated once different segments in the market are identified. 
After a market segment has been identified, the next factor of consideration is whether 
or not it is accessible. The market segment should be reachable either through 
distribution or promotion efforts. The market segment should favorably respond to a 
marketing mix tailored to a specialized need of the segment. As every part of Hong 
Kong is well-linked by different information and communication channels, it is 
predicted that it is very easy for a company to reach their target segments and deliver 
their messages. 
For the above reasons, it is strongly believed that market segmentation can be easily 
applied in the study of the television industry in Hong Kong. 
2.1.3 Psychographic Segmentation 
2.1.3.1 Definitions 
There were no consistent definitions of psychographic by previous researchers. Paul 
Lazerfeld, a pioneer in psychographic studies, suggested that any research aimed at 
^ 
understanding consumer behavior must "involve an interplay at three sets of variables: 
predisposition, influences and product attributes". Although he did not present a formal 
t 
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model of the inter-relationships of these sets of variables, he has opened a door for an 
"humanized" approach to quantitative research�<. 
According to Emanuel Demby, the definition of psychographic should have 3 levels^ :^ 
1. Generally, psychographic may be viewed as the practical application of the 
behavioral and social sciences to marketing research; 
2. More specifically, psychographic is a quantitative research procedure, especially 
useful when demographic, socioeconomic and user/ non-user analyses are not 
sufficient to explain and predict consumer behavior; 
3. Most specifically, psychographic seeks to describe the human characteristics of 
consumers that may have inherent in their responses to products, packaging, 
advertising and public relation efforts. Such variables may span a spectrum ranging 
from self-concept and life style to attitudes, interests and opinions, as well as 
perceptions of product attributes. 
Lying at the heart of survey instruments in psychographic segmentation are the AIO --
Activities, Interests and Opinions statements. Activities include work, hobbies, social 
events, entertainment, shopping, and sports. Interests include family, home, fashion, 
food, media and achievements. Opinions include areas such as social issues, politics, 
^ 
business, products, future and culture36. Most often, demographic factors, such as age, 
/ 
34 Demby, Emanuel "Psychographics and From Whence It Came" Life Style and Psychographics 
1974，P.12. 
35ftid, P.13. 
36RonaldD.Michman Lifestyle Market Segmentation New York Praeger Publishers 1991, P.143. 
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occupation, geography, or family life cycle stage, are also used as potential basis along 
with these factors of activities, interests, and opinions for identifying market segments. 
The first AIO statements were developed by Wells and Tigert". In 1971，they 
conducted a study focusing on consumers' activities, interests, prejudices and opinions. 
In addition to the usual demographic and questions about a variety of products, the 
questionnaire contained 300 "activities, interests and opinions" statements to which the 
respondents indicated degree of agreement on a six-point scale. Factor analysis was 
used to reduce these 300 AIO statements to 22 lifestyle dimensions, which were related 
to day-to-day activities; interests in media, the arts, clothes, cosmetics and 
homemaking; and opinions on many matters of general interest. The aim of the 
research was to draw distinctions among different human portraits of consumers. 
Although the two basic concepts for segmentation studies, psychographic and lifestyle, 
can be used interchangeably, researchers pointed out that there should be a distinction 
between the 2 concepts. Wells (1974)'® has attempted to distinguish psychographic as 
“the development of psychological profiles of consumers” and lifestyle as “the 
distinctive modes of living ofa whole society or its segments” Weinstein Art^' stated 
that psychographic relates to consumers' personality traits, while lifestyle consists 
^ 
primarily of individuals' attitudes, interests, and opinions or AIOs^°. 
t 
” Wells, William D., and Tigert, Douglas "Activities, Interests, and Opinion." Journal of Advertising 
Research Vol.ll August 1971, P.27-35. 
38Wells,W.D. Life Style and Psychographics Chicago American Marketing Association 1974. 
39 Market Segmentation Chicago Illinois Probus Publishing Company. 
40 Wells，William D., and Tigert，Douglas "Activities, biterests, and Opinion" Journal of Advertising 
Research Vol.ll August 1971, P.27-35. 
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Plummer has pointed out that psychographic segmentation does a better job in 
describing segments than demographic alone^'. Although he believed that demographic 
has received broad acceptance and led themselves easily to quantification and consumer 
classification, demographics lack richness and often need to be supplemented with 
other data. Hejustified that "the basic premise of lifestyle research is that the more you 
know and understand about your customers, the more effectively you can communicate 
and market to them^l" 
2.1.3.2 Applications 
Many segmentation studies had been focusing on psychographic aspects of media 
audience. The first major studies relating psychographic measures to media exposure 
were reported by Bass, Pessemeier and Tigert (1969)^'. It was reported on the 
relationship between homemaker living patterns, product consumption and magazine 
readership. It also concluded that lifestyle could account for up to 30 percents of the 
variance in product consumption and for up to 20-25 percents of the variance in 
readership levels. The research introduced such lifestyle concepts as "the happy 
housekeeper", "the special shopper", "fashion consciousness", "the venturesome 




41 Plummer, J.T. "The Concept and Application of Life Style Segmentation" Joumal of Marketing 
Vol.38 January 1974，P.33-37. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Bass, F.M., E.A. Pessemier, andD.J. Tigert "Complementary and Substitute Patterns of Purchasing 
and Use" Advertising Research Vol.9 June 1969, P.19-27. 
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Wicks (1989) ^^  has conducted a market segmentation study to examine the television 
news market. The study had three main objectives: firstly, to examine whether it was 
possible to sort the overall television news market into different audience segments; 
secondly, to determine whether these segments would be useful to prospective 
advertisers; thirdly, to see if demographic could be linked to membership in benefit-
based television news segments. Data were collected from 508 respondents over a 4-
day period at 2 midwestern shopping malls in winter 1987. The study finally divided 
the audience into 4 segments as follows: 
Segment 1 appeared to be a residual segment and was eliminated; 
Segment 2 were the sports- and entertainment-minded news viewers; 
Segment 3 were the reinforcement-minded news viewers; 
Segment 4 were the credibility-minded news viewers. 
The findings indicated that audiences could be sorted into different benefit-oriented 
segments in the television news market. Besides, results also showed that demographic 
characteristics could be traced to these segments, and the segments could be useful to 




4^  Wicks, Robert H. "Product Matching in Television News Using Benefit Segmentation" Journal of 
Advertising Research Oct-Nov 1989，P.64-71. 
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Similarly, Potter et al. (1988)^' segmented the videocassette recorder (VCR) owners 
into 5 groups: time shifter, source shifter, videophiler, low user and regular user. The 
results showed that although their demographic characters of VCR owners in the 
market were similar, they were heterogeneous in many important VCR usage patterns 
and on many fundamental lifestyle characteristics. Segmentation of VCR owners in the 
study was based on a "technographic" scheme that focuses on motivations, usage 
patterns, and attitudes between VCR usage and television advertisements avoidance. 
In sum, psychographic segmentation is a research procedure which seeks to explain 
why people behave and why they hold their current attitudes. It seeks not only to take 
quantitative research beyond demographic, socioeconomic and user/non-user analysis, 
but also employs these variables in the research. It is possible to say that psychographic 
research represents a major steps forward in marketing research because it helps the 
marketers to have a deeper understanding of the total human being as he goes through 
the purchase decision making process, and develop effective marketing strategies to 
solve any marketing problems. 




45 Potter，W. James; Forrest, Edward et al "Segmenting VCR Owners，，Journal of Advertising Research 
Vol.28 Apr/May 1988, P.29-39. 
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Table 2 Summaries of past studies in psychographic segmentation 
Authors Description 
A. Definitions 
Paul Lazerfeld Understanding consumer behavior must involve an interplay at 
three sets of variables: predisposition, influences and product 
attributes. . 
Demby (1974) Defined 3-level of psychographic 
WeIls and Tigert Developed the first AIO Statements and classified into 22 lifestyle 
(1971) dimensions. 
WeIls (1974) Distinguish "psychographic" and "lifestyle" 
PIummer (1974) Pointed out that psychographic segmentation does a better job in 
describing segments than demographic alone. 
B. Applications 
Bass, Pessemeier Relationship was found among homemaker living patterns, 
and Tigert (1969) product consumption and magazine readership. 
It concluded that lifestyle could account for up to 30 percents of 
variance in product consumption and up to 20-25 percents of 
variance in readership levels. 
Wicks (1989) Examined the television news market and segmented the market 
into 3 main groups: sports/ entertainment-minded, reinforcement-
minded and credibility-minded news viewers. 
Potter et al. (1988) Segmented the videocassette recorder (VCR) owners into 5 






2.2 Cable TV Industry 
2.2.1 Reasons of subscribing Cable TV 
Many past studies had made investigations into the reasons of cable subscription. 
Baldwin & Mcvoy (1988/® noted that subscribers were primarily interested in getting 
better signal reception through 1970s. As cable program services evolved, viewers 
began subscribing for program variety. Then pay subscription was the major appeal for 
cable in the 1980s，followed by more channels, variety, no advertisements, better 
reception, more sports, more specials, adult movies and news. 
Umphrey (1991) ^^  also found that expectation of upgrading changing was found to 
have more favorable attitudes while downgraders to have less favorable attitudes. Cost 
was a major factor in determining upgrade, downgrade and maintain their levels. 
Hence, cost of service was an important part of the paradigm. Higher monthly bills led 
to greater expectations, which had an effect on a subscriber's ongoing evaluation of the 
medium along with other factors, such as degree of satisfaction. There was no 
demographic indicators leading to upgrading or downgrading decisions. 
However, other research also found that cost might not be an important determinant in 
cable subscription. In 1988, Robert LaRose and David Atkin^^ conducted a study, with 
a regression analyses of 1,296 U.S. homes. The study revealed that intentions to 
I 
i 
^BaWwinT.，&McVoy，D.S. Cable Communication Englewood Cliffs N.J. Prentice Hall 1988. 
47 Umphrey, D. "Consumer Costs: A Determinant in Upgrading or Downgrading of Cable Services" 
Journalism Quarterly Vol.68 1991，P.698-708. 
48 Robert LaRose and David Atkin "Satisfaction, Demographic, and Media Environment Predictors of 
Cable Subscription" Journal ofBroadcasting & Electronic Media Vol.32 Fall 1988, P.403-413. 
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disconnect were more strongly predicted by satisfaction variables, which involves 
perceived value, service satisfaction, and satisfaction with cable TV's ability to meet 
consumer needs. The study examined the tendency to continue subscribing or 
disconnect from the point of view of a confirmationy' disconfirmation paradigm. 
According to the paradigm, post-purchase attitudes and future purchase intentions were 
viewed as a function of an initial attitude about a product coupled with the degree of 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction after the consumer actually used the product. It was 
found that disconnecters lower on degree of satisfaction with the overall value of cable 
and on a measure whether expectations were being met. Reception quality and 
programming satisfaction were not predictors of disconnection, and demographic was 
only weak predictor. There was no relationship between subscription and cost of cable. 
As long as subscriber expectations were met, pricing became a secondary issue and the 
turnover rate would decrease. This study was further confirmed by Reagan (1989/' 
who recognized that satisfaction was the best predictor for adoption of several 
telecommunication technologies. 
Besides determining the main reasons of cable subscription, some research also tried to 
find out some unique characteristics about cable TV. In the same study of LaRose and 
Atkin (1988), it was also found that subscribers' high viewership level was related to 
^ 
solid consumer dependence upon cable, not unlike the "necessity" status enjoyed by 
telephones. As LaRose and Atkin suggested, cable might be perceived as more of a 
i 
49 Reagon, Joey "Technology Adoption: Is Satisfaction the Best Predictor" Paper presented at the 
Midwest Association for Public Opinion Research Chicago 1989. 
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"need" than a "want". In their later study in 199P", it was noted that pay-per-view was 
most strongly associated with certain perceived benefits such as commercial free and 
convenience attributes. 
2.2.2 Comparison of Cable subscribers and non-subscribers 
Besides, most research in the past focused in comparison of the characteristics of cable 
subscribers and non-subscribers. A range of demographic, media and social variables 
had been found to be associated with cable subscription. Some research found that 
subscribers were young, wealthier, better educated, and more avid television consumers 
than their non-subscribing counterparts (Krugman 1985) '^. Subscribers typically 
ranked higher in income, education, and family size relative to non-subscribers 
(Baldwin & McVoy 1988)". However, despite their success in distinguishing 
subscribers from non-subscribers, these studies had failed to provide a consistent set of 
predictors. 
In the first study of Umphrey in 1989", he tried to make a comparison between cable 
disconnecters and subscribers. Results showed that the number one reason to subscribe 
cable was to have better reception, more movies, and greater program selection. Age 
was the only demographic indicator where a significant difference between the two 
groups emerged. ^ 
t 
50 LaRose, Robert and Atkin, David "Satisfaction, Demographic, and Media Environment Predictors of 
Cable Subscription" Journal ofBroadcasting and Electronic Media Vol.32 1988，P.403-413. 
51 Knigman, D. M. "Evaluating the Audiences of the New Media" Journal of Advertising Vol.l4 
1985，P.21-27. 
"BaldwmT.，&McVoy，D.S. Cable Communication Englewood Cliffs N.J. Prentice Hall 1988. 
“Umphrey, D. "A comparison of Cable Disconnecters and Subscribers" Journalism Quarterly Vol.68 
1989，P.698-708. 
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Others research also found that cable TV households were generally less satisfied with 
traditional television programs and consumed less local broadcast than non-cable 
homes (Webster, 1983)'-. 
2.2.3 Other related issues 
Many studies had found that a new electronic medium tended to encourage a 
restructuring of existing media-use patterns (Krugman, 1985)”. Some studies 
suggested that cable TVs and other new media would replace conventional media, for 
example broadcast television and newspapers, because cable can deliver information 
and entertainment services more efficiently (Childers and Krugman, 1987y^ However, 
on the other hand, economic theory also suggested that relative demand for functionally 
similar goods could be complementary. VCR use, for example, did not necessarily 
replace cable TV viewing (LaRose and Atkin, 1988)”，although recording and playing 
might degrade the value ofbroadcasting advertising (Krugman, 1985y8 
Brief summaries of past studies in Cable TV industry are summarized in the following 
tables: 
^ 
54 Webster, James. "The Impact of Cable and Pay Cable Television on Local Station Audiences" 
Journal ofBroadcasting Vol.27 1983,P.119-125. 
“Krugman, H.E. "The Measurement of Advertising hivolvement" Public Opinion Quarterly Vol.30 
1966，P.584-596. 
56 Childers, Terry L. and Krugman, Dean "The Competitive Environment ofPay Per View" Journal of 
Broadcasting and Electronic Media Vol.31 1987, P.335-342. 
” LaRose, Robert and Atkin, David "Satisfaction, Demographic, and Media Environment Predictors of 
Cable Subscription" Journal ofBroadcasting and Electronic Media Vol.32 1988，P.403-413. 
58 Krugman, D. M. "Evaluating the Audiences of the New Media" Journal of Advertising Vol.l4 
1985, P.21-27. 
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Table 3 Summaries of past studies in Cable TV industry 
Authors Description 
A. Reasons of subscribing Cable TV 
Baldwin & Subscribers were first interested in getting better signal reception. 
Mcvoy (1988) Eventually, they were also interested in getting more channels, 
variety, no advertisements, better reception, more sports, more 
special etc. 
LaRose and 1. Subscription was mainly predicted by satisfaction variables, 
Atkin (1988) which involved perceived value, service satisfaction, and 
satisfaction with cable TV's ability to meet consumer needs. 
2. Reception quality and programming satisfaction were not 
predictors, and demographic was only weak predictor. 
3. No relationship was found between subscription and cost. 
LaRose and High viewership on cable was related to solid consumer dependence 
Atkin (1988) upon cable. Cable might be perceived as more of a "need" than 
"want". 
LaRose and Pay-per-view was strongly associated with certain perceived benefits 
Atkin (1991) such as commercial free and convenience attributes. 
Reagan (1989) Satisfaction was the best predictor for adoption of telecommunication 
technologies. 
Umphrey The main reason to subscribe cable was to have better reception, 
(1989) more movies, and greater program selection. Age was the only 
demographic indicator differentiated from the two groups. 
Umphrey Cost was a major factor in determining upgrade or downgrade the 
(1991) subscription levels, but no demographic indicators w^e found. 
i 
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B. Comparison of Cable subscribers and non-subscribers 
Webster (1983) Cable TV households were generally less satisfied with traditional 
television programs and consumed less local broadcast than non-
cable homes. 
Krugman Subscribers were young, wealthier, better educated and more avid 
(1985) television consumers than their non-subscribing counterparts. 
Baldwin & Subscribers ranked higher in income, education, and family size 
McVoy (1988) relative to non-subscribers. 
C. Other related issues 
Krugman A new electronic medium tended to encourage a restructuring of 
(1985) existing media-use patterns. 
Childers and Cable TVs and other new media would replace conventional media. 
Krugman 
(1987) 





3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
Since consistent predictors have been found in previous research in predicting cable 
television subscription, and there have been no substantial information or studies in 
examining the existing Hong Kong television viewership, it is the greatest interests of 
our study to find out the characteristics of the market and develop appropriate 
marketing strategies particularly for Wharf Cable. 
3.1 Strategic Problems 
The main strategic problems for Wharf Cable in this study are: 
1. To assess the current performance of Wharf Cable in the market; 
2. To investigate who Cable subscribers are, and who are not; 
3. To examine the reasons why current subscribers (or non-subscribers) subscribe 
Cable TV (or not); 
4. To determine on which aspects Wharf Cable should build its competitive niches. 
3.2 Research Problems 
^ 
The research problems for this study are: 
1- To identify psychographic factors relevant to media selection and consumption 
/ 
pattern; 
2. To identify market segments for television viewership market based on 
psychographic factors; 
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3. To identify psychographic, demographic and media consumption characteristics of 
each segment; 
4. To identify the benefits that current subscribers are seeking by subscribing Cable 
TV; 




4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Exploratory Study 
To understand the current status of the market of television audience, primary data from 
a questionnaire survey has been assumed to be the core part of this study. However, in 
order to enhance the appropriateness of the questionnaire, an exploratory study was 
conducted before the construction of the questionnaire. 
The exploratory study mainly consisted of two parts. The first part was the review of 
secondary information about public opinions and general issues related to the television 
industry. Sources of these secondary information were mainly newspaper articles, 
magazines, published journals, survey summaries, and particularly reports from the 
Broadcasting Authority. 
The second part was six informal interviews with television in-traders from all the 
television stations in Hong Kong, including a consultant from ATV, department 
controllers from TVB, as well as managers from Wharf Cable. These in-traders were 
approached either through personal contacts or by referral. These in-traders had given 
their valuable opinions about market situation, company position, as well as the future 
development of television industry. All these information were very useful in 
analyzing and understanding the industry.^^ 
59 As most ofthe interviewees preferred to keep their opinions personal and have nothing related to their 
positions or companies, so their names were all remained anonymous, according to their will. 
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4.2 Questionnaire Design 
4.2.1 Basic Construct 
To understand the television market, a questionnaire composed of the following seven 
basic areas have been constructed: . 
1. psychographic factors; 
2. television industry related questions; 
3. preference of program types; 
4. media consumption habits; 
5. benefits of subscribing Cable TV (for Cable subscribers only); 
6. reasons for not subscribing Cable TV (for non-subscribers only); 
7. demographic factors. 
4.2.2 PilotSurvey 
In order to guarantee the efficiency and effectiveness of the core survey, pilot surveys 
were conducted. The first version of the questionnaire (Appendix C) consisted of 64 
AIO statements, 8 demographic questions, 1 program types preferenee selection, 2 
questions about media consumption habits and 4 questions for Cable subscribers, 3 
questions for non-subscribers. It was found that on average it took 12 to 15 minutes to 
/ 
complete a face-to-face interview with this questionnaire. Such a long interviewing 
lead time would create great problem in data collection, especially under the severe 
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limitations of various resources. As a result, this first version was reviewed and 
modified in order to enhance the efficiency, without affecting the effectiveness of the 
questionnaire. The modifications mainly included: 
1. deletion of those relatively less relevant factors and statements; 
2. deletion of similar statements under a particular factor; • 
3. deletion of statements which came up with obvious, or invariant responses; 
4. replacement of too complicated wordings or sentences with simpler ones; 
5. replacement of too abstract wordings in order to avoid misunderstanding or 
misinterpretations; 
6. rearrangement of questions to facilitate the flow of interview. 
This modification process had been carried out for four times, each with about 10 
samples, before the final version of the questionnaire was adopted. 
4.2.3 Final Version 
The final version of the questionnaire has been adopted in two languages, English 
(Appendix D) and Cantonese (Appendix E). This final version consisted of 28 AIO 
statements, 2 questions about media consumption habits, 1 program types preference 
selection, 10 demographic questions and 7 questions for Cable subscribers, 3 questions 
for non-subscribers. The interviewing lead time for a face-to-face interview of this 
/ 
questionnaire was estimated to be 6 to 8 minutes. 
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Although the questionnaire has been shortened, it still covered the 7 basic areas 
mentioned above, as intended. 
For psychographic, this final version included 11 psychographic factors. Togetherwith 
the 4 aspects of television industry related questions, they formed the 28 AIO 
statements (Appendix G). A six-point scale has been adopted for these AIO statements 
in order to obtain "forced choice". 
For demographic, the categories used for various parts were mainly adopted from the 
Hong Kong 1996 Population By-census. 
4.3 Sampling 
4,3.1 Survey Subject 
Survey subjects ofthis study were any Cantonese speaking audience, aged 15 or above. 
According to 1996 Hong Kong Population By-census, population of this group is about 
5 million, out of the total population 6.2 million. 
In Hong Kong, penetration of television sets is 100% and thus the whole population can 
*j^  
be assumed to be television audience. However, only those television audience of age 
equal to or above 15 were included in this study. This was based on two assumptions. 
First of all, only those aged 15 or above would have relatively matured and well-
developed psychographic structure. Secondly, only those aged 15 or above would have 
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significant and direct influence on the decision making process of television 
viewership. 
Another restriction was that only Cantonese speaking television audience were 
included in this study. This was obvious and justified, as the market being studied was 
television industry with Cantonese as primary broadcasting language. • 
4.3.2 Sampling Size 
The sampling size of the survey was estimated based on the formula 
N : � - P � 
CO 
where N was the minimum sampling size 
Z was the Z-value under normal distribution with a confidence level of a 
p was the proportion of the target survey subjects out of the total population 
CO was the width of confidence interval 
As mentioned before, the value of p is 5 million out of 6.2 million, which was equal to 
0.806. In this study, the confidence level was taken to be 2.5%, two-tailed, and thus o 
was 5%, Z was 1.96. Therefore, 
^ 
,厂—1.962(0.806)(1 — 0 . 8 0 6)_2如 
0.05' • 
Thus a minimum of 240 questionnaires have to be collected. . 
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4.3.3 Sampling Method 
Convenient sampling method was adopted in this study. On the location where the 
survey was conducted, respondents were invited to respond to the questionnaire, on a 
face-to-face interview basis. 
Adopting such a convenient sampling method, rather than random sampling, was due to 
two main reasons. First of all, resources available, in terms of labor, time and funding, 
were limited. Under such constraints, there was no convenient and "manageable" 
sample frames for random sampling for such a large population of television audience. 
In other words, to achieve random sampling for the defined survey subjects, 80% of 
Hong Kong population, or a list of 5 million individuals, has to be handled. This was 
unfeasible for this study. 
However, in order to minimize the disadvantages of convenient sampling and thus 
enhance the representativeness of the survey results, several measures have been taken 
in account. 
4.3.4 Representativeness Enhancing Arrangements 
4.3.4.1 Geographic Dispersion “ 
As the target survey subjects are Cantonese speaking television audience aged 15 or 
above, they spread virtually all over Hong Kong. However, due to limited resources； 
the geographical scope of sampling could not be Hong Kong as a whole. So, in order to 
be more efficient without much affecting the geographic representativeness of the 
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sampling pool, a total of 8 districts have been strategically selected for data collection, 
based on their circulation of people and densities of population. Among these districts, 
2 were on Hong Kong island (Wan Chai & Causeway Bay, Tai Koo Shing), 3 were on 
Kowloon side (Yau Tsim District, Lok Fu, Nam Tin), and the last 3 were in New 
Territories (Shatin, Tsuen Wan, and Tuen Mun). This arrangement could guarantee 
that the survey subjects collected were dispersed throughout Hong Kong.-
4.3.4.2 Time Dispersion 
For such a convenient sampling method, timing of the survey would affect the 
probability of a particular type of people being selected for interviews and thus affect 
the representativeness of the results. For example, if the survey was conducted during 
3pm to 2pm，the probability that a housewife being selected would higher than that of 
an office clerk, and likewise. Taking this and feasibility into consideration, the survey 
was conducted during Saturdays, from 9:30am to 6:00pm. It was believed that such 
timing has guarantee an equivalent chance for different types of people being selected. 
4.3.4.3 Larger Sampling Size 
Another commonly used practice to enhance representativeness is to enlarge the 
sampling size. According to the calculation mentioned above, a minimum of 240 
subjects were already enough to guarantee a confidence level of 95%. However, 
t 
theoretically this formula was applicable to random sampling only. To cope with this 
gap, 1.5 times of the minimum sample size, or 360 subjects were aimed to be collected. 
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4.3.5 Fieldwork 
4.3.5.1 Fieldwork Schedule 
The core survey for the study was conducted according to the schedule in Table 4. 
Table 4 Fieldwork schedule 
D a t e ^ District Subjects Collected 
1st March tsuen Wan 54 
8th March Wan Chai & Causeway Bay, Yau Tsim District 95 
15thMarch Lok Fu, Shatin 52 
22nd March Tai Koo Shing，Nam Tin 77 
29th March Tuen Mun 41 
TOTAL 319 
All fieldwork days were Saturdays. On each survey day, data was collected from 
9:30am in the morning, until 6pm in the evening, with 1 hour lunch-break meanwhile. 
4.3.5.2 Fieldwork Execution 
To increase the efficiency of data collection, 3 interviewers were employed to collect 
data. Together with the two project members, a team of total 5 interviewers were 
working on each survey day. 
^ 
On each survey day, the team arrived at the designated district and then individually 
started to invite subjects for interviews. The exact interviewing locations were usually 
/ 
busy places within the district, like MTR stations, bus stations, peripheral of shopping 
malls, food plazas, popular meeting points, crowd public facilities, etc. 
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To enhance the efficiency of the interview and thus reduce the incompleted rate, a 
“choice board" (Appendix H) was used so that the respondents could pick their choices 
more easily. 
4.3.5.3 Fieldwork Administration of Employed Interviewers 
Among the three interviewers employed, two of them were matriculated and one was 
undergraduate student. They were believed to be capable in conducting the interviews. 
However, in order to guarantee the quality of the interviews, several administrative 
arrangements had been made. 
First ofall, all interviewers were given with an "Interviewer Guidelines" (Appendix F). 
These guidelines have included the basic details about the questionnaire and some 
general issues about conducting interviews. This strove to ensure that interviewers 
have thorough understanding of the survey. 
Secondly, the face-to-face interviews were conducted with the Cantonese version of 
the questionnaire, and the interviewers were requested to read out the questions and 
statements from word to word. This arrangement ensured that all subjects were 
^ 
responding to exactly the same statements, and thus minimizing the errors of 
misunderstanding or misinterpretations due to different wordings. Furthermore, 
emphasis has been made to ask interviewers to give interpretations as least as possible. 
Explanatory examples or further interpretations should not be used to facilitate the 
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efficiency of the interviews. They should been given if and only if the respondents 
found severe difficulties in giving responses. 
Finally, at least one of the interviews by each interviewer was conducted under 




5. IDENTIFICATION OF MARKET SEGMENTS 
5.1 Survey Result 
5.1.1 Summary of Data 
Ignoring 6 incompleted questionnaires, a total of 319 valid questionnaires have been 
collected. Among which 177 respondents were male, 142 were female. The age group 
distribution, education received distribution, as well as the monthly personal income 
level distribution were summarized in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Table 5. 
Figure 1 Age distribution 
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Figure 2 Distribution of education received 
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Table 5 Distribution of monthly personal income 
Frequency % 
No"fncoine 97~30.2% 
$3,999 or above 6 1.9% 
$4,000-$5,999 7 2.2% 
$6,000-$7,999 20 6.2% 
$8,000-$9,999 46 14.3% 
$10,000-$14,999 64 19.9% 
$15,000-$19,999 31 9.7% 
$20,000-$24,999 22 6.9% 
$25,000-$39,999 15 4.7% 
$40,000 or above 13 4.0% 
The distributions of age, education received and monthly personal income of the 
sample have been compared with those of the population ofHong Kong (ignoring those 
aged below 15). However, the chi-square tests suggested that the distributions of the 
sample did not match with the expected well. The sample in this study tended to be 
younger, richer and have received more education than the general population ofHong 
Kong. This was understandable, as for on location face-to-face interview, more well-
off people tended to accept the invitation for interview more easily than the less well-
off ones. This is one of the limitation due to the convenient sampling method. 
However, it is worth noting that although the distributions of the sample did not 
significantly match with those of Hong Kong population, they were still qualitatively 
comparable. This meant, for example, the largest age group in Hong Kong was still the 
i 
largest among the sample, and when majority of Hong Kong population have just 
received secondary education, majority of the sample were also secondarily educated. 
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This implied that although the results drawn in this could never be viewed as statistical 
evidence, they could still be regarded as an exploratory guidelines with high 
confidence. 
5.1.2 Response Rate 
In this survey, the response rate has not been determined accurately. It was only 
roughly estimated that every 4 to 5 subjects were invited for interviews, 1 would 
respond and complete the questionnaire. So the respond rate was believed to be 
between 20% to 25%. 
It was also worth to note that the respond rate was district dependent. This accounted 
for why more questionnaires were collected in some districts than other. 
5.1.3 Weighting System 
To enhance representativeness，the data used in analysis has been weighted up to the 
target population by sex and age. An example was used to illustrate the determination 
of weighting for various groups of respondents. 
Consider the group of male respondents aged between 15 and 24. Number of 
^ 
respondents in this group was 30. According to 1996 census data, this group of people 
(male, aged 15-24) should be 8.7% of the overall target population (male or female, 
aged 15 or above) for this study. In this way, the weighting for this group of 
respondents was 
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. , . 319x8.7% _ 
weighting = — = 0.92. 
The same method was used to determine the weighting for all 12 groups (6 age groups 
by 2 sex)of respondents. The data involved were from 1996 Hong Kong Population 
By-census. In this way, the data was weighted up and the weighted total number of 
sample size should be 319. 
5.2 Factor Analysis 
5.2,1 Needs of Factor A nalysis 
Before carrying out the cluster analysis to identify different market segments, a factor 
analysis was done. In general, "the aim of factor analysis is to account for the 
covariances of the observed variates in terms of a much smaller number ofhypothetical 
variates，or factors，，,。In this case, the execution of factor analysis was intended to 
reduce the 26 AIO statements for segmentation analysis into a few factors. Only 26 
AIO statements were used because the 2 statements on the perception about Cable TV 
have been excluded from factor analysis and thus cluster analysis. This was because 
they were not assumed to be used to define the psychographic or opinions of a 
respondent. They were intended to test the public perception about Cable TV. 
^ 
The factor analysis actually contributed in two ways. First of all, it has excluded those 
statements which were relatively less relevant or less important from going into the 
cluster analysis. This thus enhanced the goodness of the final clusters generated. 
®° D.N.Lawley, A.E.Maxwell Factor Analysis As a Statistical Method LondonButtenvorths 1971,P.2. 
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Secondly, with fewer number of factors used for segmentation, it was easier and more 
convenient to identify the psychographic characteristics of a segment. Segments were 
thus described by significant and meaningful factors, rather than by a block of 
individual statements. 
5.2.2 Factors Identification 
To run the factor analysis, computer statistics software application SPSS 6.0 for 
Windows was used. 
As uncorrelated factors were intended to be extracted, the option "Principal 
Component" was chosen in order to generate orthogonal factors. 
Furthermore, in order to generate more meaningful factors, the option "Varimax" was 
chosen. Varimax is a commonly used method such that new loadings of relatively large 
or relatively small in absolute magnitude compared with the initial ones would be 
generated, without altering the relative composition of the factors. 
By using the above two options, it could be guaranteed that the loadings^importance or 
significance) of a particular statement would be relatively large in only one factor. So 
the statement would mainly contribute to that particular factor only. This facilitated the 
/ 
identification of the component statements of factors, as well as increased the 
meaningfulness of factors. 
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Totally, the 26 AIO statements were assembled back into total 26 factors (Table 6). 
Among which only 10 had eigenvalues greater than 1.0. To guarantee the significance 
of the factors selected, only these 10 factors were considered eligible for factors 
identification. 
Table 6 Eigenvalue values of factors 
Factor Eigenvalue Cumulative % of Variance 
………"i 2.84 10.'9% 
2 2.36 20.0% 
3 2.10 28.1% 
4 1.85 35.2% 
5 1.42 40.7% 
6 1.30 45.7% 
7 1.20 50.3% 
8 1.14 54.7% 
9 1.10 58.9% 
10 1.05 62.9% 
11 0.94 66.6% 
12 0.88 69.9% 
13 0.81 73.1% 
14 0.76 76.0% 
15 0.70 78.7% 
16 0.63 81.1% 
17 0.62 83.5% 
18 0.62 85.8% 
19 0.59 88.1% 
20 0.56 90.3% 
21 0.54 92.3% 
22 0.48 94.2% 
23 0.45 95.9% 
24 0.41 97.5% 
25 0.35 98.9% ^ 
26 0.29 100.0% 
The loadings of individual statements in each factor were summarized in Appendix I. 
To ensure the contribution of a statement towards a factor was significant enough, only 
those statements with loadings of absolute magnitude greater than 0.5 were considered 
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to be the components of a particular factor^V Together with the rule that factors with 
only one component statement would be neglected, total seven factors were finally 
identified (Table 7). 
Table 7 The Seven Factors 
«%V»����WVWWVWVW»*VSVV%N�f>V\^�VWVNiNVNN��Vy>WW^��W�-»N、％NV>W»"»��W>WVV%V»V»WWWVWW^� 
Component Statements 
F a c t o r T —而 ;瓦石 5 ^ ; ^ -而 
Factor 2 D2, A5 
Factor 3 D8, D7 
Factor 4 D5, D9, A4 
Factor 5 A12,A11 
Factor 6 D12, D13 
Factor 7 Al，A7 
5.2.3 Interpretation of Factors 
Factor 1 was named as Fashion Conscious. Respondents with high score for this factor 
tend to be conscious about the fashion trend, positively recognize the importance of 
fashion and style, and be willing to try new brands/products. 
Factor 2 was named as TV Additive. High score for this factor represented the 
respondent relies on television for entertainment and information much. 
^ 
Factor 3 was called Community Oriented. Respondents with high scores for this factors 
would care about their community and be willing to participate in community events. 
i 
61 Except for statement A4, which loading towards Factor 4 was only 0.49983. However, as this value 
was really very close to 0.5, so A4 was still considered to be a component statement of Factor 4. 
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Factor 4 was called Value Conscious. High scores for this factor meant that the 
respondents are conscious about the efficiency and effectiveness of their inputs either as 
money or time. 
Factor 5 was called Conservative. Respondents with high scores for this factors are in 
general more conservative in social values and respect traditions more. 
Factor 6 was named as Family Oriented. Respondents having close and satisfactory 
relationships with family members, relatives and friends would have high scores for 
this factor. 
Factor 7 was called TV Satisfied. High score with this factor represented that the 
respondent feels that either the existing non-subscription TV channels are already 




5.3 Cluster Analysis 
5.3,1 Preliminary Transformation 
5.3.1.1 Summated score 
To perform cluster analysis with the above 7 factors identified, a score had to be 
assigned for each factor for each respondent. Instead of directly using the factor scores 
generated through the factor analysis, some manipulations were done beforehand. 
First of all, a summated score had be constructed for each factor. 
Take factor 4 Value Conscious as an example. To calculate the summated-score for this 
factor, the answers (six-point scale answers) for the statement D5, D9 and A4 for a 
respondent were added together and then the mean was taken. So if the answers for the 
statements D5, D9 and A4 for a respondent were 4，5 and 6 respectively, the 
summated-score for the factor Value Conscious for this respondent was: 
y4 = l ± l ± ^ = 5. 
3 
It was worth to note that the summated-score has assumed "equal importance" for all 
component statements. 
^ 





After determining the summated-scores, a Z-score was then determined for each factor 
for each respondent through a simple statistical Z-transformation or standardization: 
Z = ” . 
a 
For the example mentioned above, the summated-score for the respondentwas 5 for the 
factor Value Conscious. If the overall mean and standard deviation of the summated-
score for Value Conscious was 4 and 0.5 respectively, then the Z-score for this factor 
for this respondent was: 
5 - 4 
Z F4 = - = 2. 
- 0.5 
In this way, the Z-scores for all factors were determined for all respondents. 
5.3.1.3 Reasons for Preliminary Transformation 
To identify the clusters, the Z-scores were used as the inputs for the analysis. 
There were several reasons why the Z-scores were used as the inputs for clusters 
analysis, instead of directly using the factor scores from the factor analysis. 
First of all, the factor scores from the factor analysis consisted contributions not just 
t 
from the high-loading component statements but also other low-loading statements. So 
if the factor scores were used directly, the factor might not be well-described by the 
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characteristics of the high-loading component statements. The characteristics of the 
factor would significantly be distorted by other statements, especially when there were 
quite a number of low-loading statements. So in order to guarantee the significance of 
the characteristics of the factors, non-orthogonal summated-scores, which were 
composed of the component statements only, were constructed for the factors. 
Secondly, instead of comparing the absolute degree of"agreement" for each factor, the 
relative level was more desirable. In this sense, it was not intended to compare whether 
some people were absolutely conservative and some were absolutely not conservative. 
Instead, it was intended to distinguish those people who were relatively more 
conservative from those who were relatively less conservative. This kind of 
comparison was more realistic and justified especially for the abstract psychographic 
concept. Therefore, the Z-scores were determined for the factors, as the standardized 
scores were actually reflecting how far a particular score was away from the mean or 
normal standard. 
5 . 3 . 2 Determination of Number of Clusters 
The Z-scores were used as inputs for the cluster analysis to identify the clusters. 
^ 
Ideally, agglomeration hierarchical cluster analysis was intended to be used for this 
study. This algorithm would merge individual subjects together, forming clusters, and 
t 
then merge the clusters together, one by one, until all the subjects were merged together 
forming one large cluster. This could thus give the result in form of "a series of 
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solutions corresponding to different numbers of clusters"^^. However due to the 
limitation of computing facilities, SPSS 6.0 for Windows could not perform 
agglomeration hierarchical cluster analysis for a data set of size greater than 200. In 
this way, an alternative method, K-means cluster analysis, had to be utilized. 
However, for K-means cluster analysis, the desired number of clusters had to be 
specified before performing the analysis, and the number of clusters desired would 
affect the result significantly. So an optimal number of clusters had to be determined 
and it was determined by performing agglomeration hierarchical cluster analysis with a 
fragment of the data set. 
First of all, 100 subjects were randomly selected. Then agglomeration hierarchical 
cluster analysis was performed with this fragment of data set. For this agglomeration 
hierarchical analysis, Ward's Method was chosen as the method for cluster formation in 
order to seek for highest degree of within-cluster homogeneity and between-cluster 
heterogeneity. As Ward's Method was chosen, thus by default the squared Euclidean 
distance was taken as the measure for similarity. 
After performing the cluster analysis, the agglomeration schedule, especially the 
figures for coefficients (Table 8) were investigated. These coefficients were actually 
the squared Euclidean distance between the clusters being merged. So the larger the 
i 
value, the more heterogeneous the two clusters being merged were. For example, when 
62 User Manual for SPSS 6.0 for Windows, P. 111 
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the last two clusters were merged, the coefficient was 665. This number was much 
greater than 577, which was the coefficient for the merging of second last and third last 
cluster. Therefore the heterogeneity between the last two cluster was larger than that of 
the lastly merged clusters. 
Table 8 Agglomeration schedule 
fW>�����fVW»"k«>f«««i%rtA«k"k"y»fk«k^«t%^Wfc«fcSiWwwwww>«w>A%^->#y%w^>A<s«wi^«A<«»«w<^VyV>r�WVHVWr*t«»V»*iVW>WVVV>W»VWl��V>VWW>VWWVW»WVV¥VVVVVVVVVWVVVW»W»WvvvvwUVVWVWUVtVwWvvTj\ 
No. of clusters for merging Agglomerate coefficient % change 
— 
12 299.6349 106% 
11 315.1367 105% 
10 332.1367 105% 
9 352.2587 106% 
8 373.0596 106% 
7 394.7437 106% 
6 431.7785 109% 
5 471.9038 109% 
4 518.1447 110% 
3 577.4254 111% 
2 665.2406 115% 
In this way, the percentage increase in coefficient, and thus the increase of 
heterogeneity was investigated. It was found that the percentage increase of the 
heterogeneity was particularly large at the last step and the fifth last step. This implied 
that it was optimal to classify the data set into either 2 clusters or 6 clusters. As 2 
^ 
clusters were too few for any further analysis, so 6 was determined to be the optimal 
number of clusters for classification. 
i 
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5.3.3 Clusters Identification 
After determining the optimal number of clusters, 6 clusters for the whole data set were 
identified through K-means clustering analysis. For this K-means clustering analysis, 
the algorithm for determining cluster membership was nearest centroid sorting. By 
default, the measure of similarity was the Euclidean distance. 
On specifying the number of clusters desired, the SPSS 6.0 for Windows automatically 
classified the data set into 6 clusters, and the various cluster centers were summarized in 
Table 9. 
Table 9 Final cluster centers 
T T u s t S ^ ~ ^ ^ Y ^ Z y i 0 ¾ Z_F5 0 ^ ~ 0 7 
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2 0 . 9 3 9 0 0 . 4 4 7 3 - 0 . 1 1 1 0 0 . 3 0 0 8 - 0 . 1 8 7 2 0 . 0 2 6 2 - 0 . 0 9 2 4 
3 0 . 0 3 7 1 - 0 . 6 7 5 9 - 0 . 7 2 5 5 - 0 . 7 6 3 2 - 0 . 1 9 8 1 - 0 . 7 0 8 6 - 0 . 4 6 2 2 
4 - 0 . 6 6 4 4 - 0 . 2 6 6 4 - 0 . 2 7 0 9 0 . 5 5 4 1 - 1 . 2 7 6 1 0 . 5 6 8 3 0 . 5 0 7 4 
5 - 0 . 8 2 7 0 - 0 . 0 1 5 2 - 0 . 5 4 6 3 0 . 2 3 0 7 0 . 7 0 1 1 - 0 . 6 0 2 9 1 . 1 3 0 5 




6. INTERPRETATION AND PROFILING OF MARKET 
SEGMENTS 
6.1 Overall Profile 
6,1.1 Demographic Information 
Out of the weighted sample of 319 respondents, 49.6% (158 respondents) are males 
while 50.4% (161 respondents) are females. No particular age groups dominate the 
distribution, with most respondents falling into age group 25-34 (23.5%) and 35-44 
(23.3%). The marital status distribution of the respondents is quite even, with 47.3% 
single and 52.7% married. With respect to education, nearly half of the sample (49.6%) 
have received secondary education, followed by tertiary education (20.9%). 
Concerning their occupation, most respondents are engaging in service sector (20.4%), 
which is followed by groups of professionals/ executive staff (19.4%) and white collars 
(16.4%). More than one-third of the respondents receive no income, while 18.3% are 
earning a monthly personal income ranging from $10,000 to $14,999. A proportion of 
respondents (20.0%) also revealed that their household earn a monthly income ranging 
from $20,000-$24,999. Halfofthe respondents (50.0%) are living in private housing, 
^r 
while over one-third of them (35.7%) are in public housing. The detailed demographic 
information is shown in Appendix K. 
i 
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6,1.2 Media Consumption 
Overall daily media consumption and cable subscription pattern of all 319 respondents 
are shown in Table 10 and Table 11. 
Table 10 Average daily media consumption pattern 
Total Radio Newspapers Total Daily 
Television and Media 
Times Magazines Consumption 
Time 
Total numberofhours 2 ^ QM 0 ^ 1 ^ 
53.1% 24.1% 22.8% 100.0% 
Table 11 Current Cable subscription 
N=319 % 
Is your home currently subscribing Cable TV? 
Yes 62 19.6% 
No 255 
Will your home subscribe Cable TV in near future? 
Yes 59 23.3% 
No 194 76.7% 
W»WW>WW»VWVV»WWWWV»�W>VWWV»VWVVVWyVVVVWVVWV»%N%VW»W»VW»�V»V»V»SV»W»NWW»VSVVWVV»VWVWW»VVVVyVVWVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVWVVVVVWWWVVVW 
On average, respondents spend 3.90 hour a day in consuming different media items. 
Among all the items, respondents spend more than half of their consumption time 
(53.1%) on television, with an average of 2.07 hour per day. Besides, respondents 
listen radios and read newspapers/ magazines 0.94 and 0.89 hour per day respectively. 
Concerning the most welcomed television types, over eighty percents (84.6%) said that 
news were their most favorite television programs. It was followed by Drama Series 
(62.0%) and Movies (60.8%). For Cable subscribers, the 3 top most favorable 
i 
channels are: Movie (20.1%), News (17.9%) and Sports (17.8%) Channel. This pattern 
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is confirmed by the previous study conducted by SRH for Wharf Cable". Details of 
finding are shown in Appendix M & N. 
With respect to Cable TV subscribership，only 19.6% (62 respondents) of the total 
sample population are existing Cable subscribers while 80.4% (255 respondents) are 
non-subscribers. Such subscription pattern is very much similar to the.current actual 
reality. 
6.2 Segmentation Analysis 
Based on the results of factor and cluster analysis, six groups of respondents were 
classified based on the factors generated in the previous section. ANOVA and 
crosstabulation statistical tests were used to test whether there are significant difference 
among 6 groups. Statistically significant results in most test showed that each of the 
segment should have some unique characteristics which can be distinguished from the 
others. Detailed examinations of the six segments were studied. 
6.2.1 Segment 1 一 Conservative TVDependents 
This segment, which consists of30 respondents, represents 9.4% ofthe total population 
(Table 10 & Appendix J). Most respondents in this segment found teTevision as their 
main source of information and entertainment. They rated the highest for both of the 
statements concerning the function of television: D2 "My entertainment mainly comes 
63 According to Horizon,WharFs internal publication, News, Movies and Sports Channel are the three 
most welcomed channels. 
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from television" (mean = 4.20，p=0.0000) and A5 "Television is my major source of 
information" (mean = 4.73，p=0.0000). As they rely television very much to receive 
information and entertainment, they are labeled "TV Dependents". 
This segment also has a conservative character because they uphold firm values 
towards many traditional thinking. For example, they rated highest for two statements 
concerning traditional values: A12 "There is too much emphasis on sex these days" 
(mean = 5.50，p=0.0000) and A11 "People have too little respect for traditional values 
these days" (mean = 5.30，p=0.0000). They may be reluctant to receive new and radical 
ideas which they thought would challenge their traditional cultural system. 
Demographically，this segment is largely characterized by older people, as over 50% 
aged 45 or above. A large proportion of them are professionals/ executives or retired 
(47.5%). It has the second highest monthly household income, following the richest 
Segment 6. Over half of the respondents (58.3%) are living in private housing. 
6.2,2 Segment 2 - Fashion Followers 
This segment is the largest segment, which consists of 95 respondents and constitutes 
29.8% of the total population. This group of respondents are most likely trendy people 
^ 
who are conscious of fashion trends in society. They like to wear clothes of famous-
brand (D3, mean = 4.14, p=0.0000) and are very eager to try new things (D11, mean = 
4.19, p=0.0000). Besides, they are willing to spend time to discuss with their friertds 
about the product in order to keep up with the latest news about the fashion trend (D14, 
mean = 3.68, p=0.0000). Furthermore, they prefer to dress for fashion rather than for 
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comfort (A13, mean = 3.83，p=0.0000). All these showed that this segment is the group 
that are more likely to try new and fashionable things in society, and therefore they are 
labeled as "Fashion Followers". 
This segment is mainly comprised of young respondents, as over 55% are aged under 
35. It may due to the fact that most of them are young white collars or service staff 
(47.0%). Besides, when comparing with the other groups, a larger proportion of 
students (13.1%) are found in this segment. Over 80% have received secondary 
education or above. Their monthly income belongs to middle level, not higher than 
Segment 3 or 6，and not lower than Segment 4 or 5. 
6.2.3 Segment 3 - Yuppies 
Composing of71 respondents, this segment represents the second largest group, 22.3% 
of the total sample population. Results showed that Segment 3 has very high negative 
responses with some of the proposed factors (Appendix J). For example, they have the 
lowest mean scores for statements concerning community and family oriented. 
Besides, they don't treat television as the main source of information and 
entertainment. Furthermore, they are not very value conscious. 
^ 
This segment is a male-dominated segment because 74.7% of the total respondents in 
this segment are males. Over 55% are aged under 35，the second youngest segment 
following those youngest "Fashion Followers". Over 70% are professionrfis/ 
executives, white collars or service staff. A large proportion 38% earn a personal 
monthly income more than $15,000, 55.3% earn more than $10,000 per month, making 
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the segment has the highest average personal monthly income among other groups. 
Another uniqueness is that over 70% of the respondents are single. The label 
"Yuppies" would be the best description for this segment because they are young, 
well-educated and earn much more. Besides, they are also interested in satisfying their 
personal needs regardless of price, and are emotionally secure relying on themselves, 
not on their families or communities. 
6.2.4 Segment 4 - Value Minders 
This segment consists of 36 respondents and it represents 11.3% of the population. 
Individuals in this segment are characterized as "Value Minders" because most 
individuals have high consciousness towards the traditional values of both time and 
money. For example, they considered television should not contain any commercials 
(mean=3.82, p=0.0000), as they may think that watching commercials is a time-wasting 
activity. Besides, they like to shop for "specials" and check the prices even for small 
items in order to save more money. 
The reason why they are value conscious may be laid on the fact that they are not as 
well off as individuals in Segment 3 or 6. Segment 4 has the lowest monthly household 
income among the others. 47.6% of the respondents in this segment has no income, 
56.9% earn less than $8,000 per month. Half of the respondents are.living in public 
housing (51.0%) and over 40% are only primary educated or below. As contrast to 
Segment 3，nearly 90% of the respondents are married. 
t 
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6.2.5 Segment 5 - Conservative TV Satisfiers 
With 50 subjects in the segment, Segment 5 represents 15.7% of the sample 
population. Like Segment 1，Segment 5 also holds a firm conservative value toward 
many traditions. The respondents also rate very high in two statements concerning 
traditional values (A12 and Al 1), although not as high as Segment 1. In addition, they 
view that as one of the most common traditional broadcasting medium, television 
should be free of charge (A6, mean=5.31, p=0.0000). On the other hand, they feel very 
satisfactory with the existing television programs. They strongly feel that the existing 4 
channels are already enough (A7, mean=5.29, p=0.0000), and they thought that most of 
the television programs are indifferent to them (Al, mean = 4.81, p=0.0000). As these 
two factors are dominating in this group of individuals, they are called "Conservative 
TV Satisfiers". 
"Conservative TV Satisfiers" largely consist of females (66.1%). As compared to 
other groups, respondents belong to an older age group, with 44.2% were 55 years old 
or above. Besides, most of respondents are less educated, as 44.0% received only 
primary or below education. Most of them are housewives (20.1%) or retired (18.9%). 
Nearly half of the respondents (48.5%) have no income. 57.9% of them earn less than 
$6,000 per month, making this group is of lowest monthly personal and household 
^ 
income among other groups. Over half of them were living in pubic housing (53.3%), 




6.2.6 Segment 6 - Community and Family Carers 
The last segment, which comprised of38 respondents, constitutes the final 11.9% of the 
sample population. Although being conservative, this segment showed a sense of care 
toward their families and communities. Most respondents agree that they care about the 
community (D8, mean=4.94, p=0.0000) and they are willing to participate in 
community events (D7, mean=4.82, p=0.0000). They also showed that their home and 
family are their main sources of satisfaction (D12, mean=4.97, p=0.0000). As they are 
closely tied with their families and communities, many of their friends and relatives 
often come to them for advice (D13, mean=4.31, p=0.0000). One point worth 
mentioning is that this group of individuals are relatively dissatisfied with the existing 
non-subscription channels (A7, mean=3.21, p=0.0000) and they discern television 
programs very much (A1, mean=2.91, p=0.0000). 
This segment consists ofhighly educated individuals, with 54.9% have received tertiary 
education or above, and none are primarily or below educated. A significant proportion 
of them (59.4%) are aged between 25-44. Most of them are engaged in the professional 
or executive careers (34.5%). This segment is quite well-off because on average 
individuals have high monthly household and personal income. When compared with 
other groups, a large proportion of respondents in this group earn extremely high 
^ 
income: 13.5% of them earn more than $40,000, 22.7% earn more than $25,000. Over 
60% of them are living in private housing, the highest percentage when compared with 
the other groups. ‘ 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.3 Media Consumption Pattern 
Daily media consumption and Cable subscribership of six segments were examined in 
the following section. Figures about daily media usage patterns, the total number of 
hours in watching Cable TV and the current subscription rates and their future 
subscription potential of six segments were listed in Table 13, 14 and 15 respectively. 
Table 16 showed differences between Cable subscribers and non-subscribers in their 
daily media consumption. 
6.3.1 Daily Media Usage & Cable Subscription Patterns 
Among all six segments, Conservative TV Dependents (Segment 1) spend the longest 
time in watching television (2.61 hour per day) and the shortest time in reading 
newspapers (0.53 hour per day). Although being a heavy television watcher with the 
highest subscription rate of Cable TV at the time being (32.8%), they spend less time in 
watching Cable (0.65 hour) than their counterpart Yuppies (1.10 hour), a group of 
addictive Cable watchers. 
Although Yuppies (Segment 3) has quite low daily media consumption, they have the 
heaviest consumption of Cable TV. They spend 1.10 hour in watohing Cable, the 
longest time among six groups. Yuppies has the second highest subscription rate of 
Cable TV. Besides, non-subscribers in this segment also show a high rate of 
4 
willingness to subscribe in the future (32.0%), the second highest just following 
Community and Family Carers (Segment 6). 
71 
With a high subscription rate of Cable TV (24.8%), Community and Family Carers 
(Segment 6) contain the highest proportion of non-subscribers who are willing to 
subscribe in the future (40.6%). Like the Fashion Followers (Segment 2)，they also 
spend the longest time in reading newspapers (1.1 hour). 
Although Fashion Followers (Segment 2) spend quite a long time in watching 
television, they spend the least time (0.28 hour) per day in watching Cable TV. They 
spend quite a lot of time in reading newspapers or magazines (0.89 hour) and listen to 































































































































































































































































































































Table 14 Total no. of hours of Cable subscribers in watching Cable 
< > � � w v w w � � w � � � � � � � � � � � w > v « w w � w � w � � w � w » v > w w » w > w > ^ > » w w v � � � ^ « > ~ ^ � � � � � � v v v v v y v v « » � � > « ^ v > ^ � ^ v v y ^ ^ � � y ^ y ^ � y ^ » ^ � � _ ^ � _ ^ � _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ y ^ r v v v v v v v w w w v v v i f v v t v v v w w v y v v v v w v w v v v u v u v w v v w w u v ; 
Total no. of hours of Cable subscribers in watching Cable 
— — 〜1 
Segment 1 0.65 “ 
Segment 2 0.28 
Segment 3 1.10 
Segment 4^ ^ 0.55 . 
Segment 5 0.75 
Segment 6 0.78 
Total 0.69 
Table 15 Cable subscribership of six segments 
Segment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
K (N=30) (N=95) (N=71) (N=36) QV=50) (N=3S) Sign 
your home currently subscribing Cable TV? 
Yes 10 18 18 5 2 9 
32.8% 19.0% 26.2% 13.9% 3.5% 24.8% 
^0 20 77 52 30 48 28 
Wj,, 67.2% 81.0% 73.8% 86.1% 96.5% 75.2% 0.01109 
'"your home subscribe Cable TV in near future? 
Yes 4 17 16 5 6 11 
18.0% 21.9% 32.0% 15.0% 13.4% 40.6% 
No 16 60 34 26 42 17 
82.0% 78.1% 68.0% 85.0% 86.6% 59.4% 0.05078 
The subscribership and future Cable subscribing potential ofValue Minders (Segment 
^ 
4) and Conservative TV Satisfiers (Segment 5) are very similar. They have low 
subscription rates (3.5% for Conservative TV Satisfiers and 13.9% for Value Minders) 
i 
64 The sample size of Cable subscribers for Segment 4 and 5 is very small, thus the average viewing time 
may not be significant. 
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and they are also the two segments will least likely subscribe Cable TV in the near 
future (13.4% for Conservative TV Satisfiers and 15.0% for Value Minders). 
Although not very rich, Conservative TV Satisfiers enjoy a longest total media 
consumption time，with 4.38 hour per day. As compared to other groups, they spend 
the longest time in listening to radio (1.30 hour) and quite long time in reading 
newspapers (0.93 hour). 
Table 16 Difference between Cable subscribers and Non-subscribers in daily media consumption 
Cable Subscribers Non-subscribers 
(hours) (hours) 
TVB \A3 1；64" 
ATV 0.21 0.36 
Cable 0.69 N/A 
Radio 0.55 1.04 
Newspapers 0.73 0.94 
Table 16 shows the differences between Cable subscribers and non-subscribers in their 
daily media consumption. Generally, the time spent on other media items is 
comparatively shorter among Cable subscribers than non-subscribers. This implies that 
Cable TV is primarily competing with other non-subscription TVs andsecondarily with 
other media items for the time of audience. Besides, it is also interesting to note that 
Cable subscribers spend even more time in watching Cable (0.69 hour) than watching 
# 
ATV (0.21 hour) and listening to radio (0.55 hour). This shows that Wharf Cable has 
been quite successful in competing with other media for their audience's time and 
keeping them in watching Cable channels from consuming other media items. 
75 
6.4 Other Findings 
Other than segmentation analyses, other results concerning Wharf Cable and the 
television industry in Hong Kong were also found. These findings may give some 
insights in developing future marketing strategies for Wharf Cable. 
6.4,1 Most Favorite Television Programs 
Respondents were asked to rank their most favorable television programs in the study. 
Results are listed in Table 17. 
Table 17 Most favorite television programs ranked by 6 segments 
TeievisionPrograms RanksinSegment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
WI""^^^^DramaSS ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ 1 ^ """"^ "^2""""^ 3^~"""^6""i"""""5 
TV2 Horse Racing 
TV3 Variety Show 6 3 7 
TV4 News 1 3 1 1 1 1 
TV5 Musical 4 4 7 6 
TV6 Talk Show 
TV7 Movies 2 1 2 4 5 6 
TV8 Current Affairs Program 4 6 6 5 4 2 
TV9 Infortainment 5 5 7 2 3 3 
TV10 Youth Program 
TV11 Cultural and Arts 
TV12 Magazine Program 
TV13 Sports 7 5 7 
TV14 Kid's Program 
TV15 Women's Program 
TV16 Programs with Adult Content 
TV17 Informative Documentaries 7 4 
TV18 Others 
A W ^ W J W k V W A W A W A M A M > A W A V W W J W W > W ^ W A * A M > V W W W A W u W A M A M > M A ^ W X W A W A * A W A W * A W A W A A W A W A M A ^ W A * A M J W W W U W ^ 
Respondents in almost all segments ranked "news" as their mo^t favorite choice. 
Although a total of 18 program choices were provided, the distribution of responses 
results in an uneven pattern. Most of the responses have been concentrated on 9 main 
i 
items only. They are namely, news, movies, current affairs program, infortainment, 
76 
drama series, musical, sports, variety show and informative documentaries. These 9 
items already cover the top 7 most favorite programs of all 6 segments. 
For Cable subscribers, their present most favorable Cable channels are mainly News, 
Movie and Sports Channel (Appendix N). 
6.4.2 Reason for Cable subscription 
Out of 62 Cable subscribers in this study, the benefits of "have more choice" in 
subscribing Cable TV received the highest percentage of responses (80.6%). Response 
rate for this option are nearly double than that of the option "easier access to specific 
programs", receiving the second highest responses (43.5%). The option “have better 
entertainment" and "utilize my time better" come third and forth. Crosstabulation of 
the reasons with all the segments have shown that there were no significant differences 
among all groups. That means no particular group has some special reasons for Cable 
subscription. Details were shown in Table 18. 
6.4.3 Reasons of not subscribing Cable 
In this study, a total of 255 respondents did not have Cable TV at hoftie. Responses of 
their reasons for not subscribing mainly fall into 3 main options. Most of them found 
that they have no need (69.4%) or no time (15.3%) to subscribe Cable TV. 16.1% 
t 
thought that the subscription price are too high. None ofthe rest answers received more 
than 10% ofresponses. Like the Cable subscription reasons, reasons of not subscribing 
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7. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 
Like any other questionnaire research, lifestyle or psychographic research must face 
limitations such as the adequacy of samples, any biases introduced through question 
selection, the validity of generalizing from questionnaire responses to actual behavior. 
This study is of no exception. 
Firstly, the non-random sampling method of the study might have some limitations on 
its representativeness of the total population of television viewers in Hong Kong. 
Although a more representative sample was tried to be obtained through allocating data 
at more diverse geographical locations and through highly standardized interviewing 
procedures, the generalization of the research results to the whole general population is 
still limited. A larger scale with a more random sampling method should be employed 
in the future studies. 
Secondly, although a highly diverse location distribution has been obtained in the 
survey, the environment in which the questionnaire survey were conducted may pose 
another limit to the study. As respondents are usually incepted at some busiest areas 
and they may be distracted by noises and crowded people, their answers may not be 
^ 




Thirdly, the dimension of the AIO statements listed in the questionnaire are not 
exhaustively including all the characteristics of Hong Kong television viewers. 
81 
Psychographic and lifestyle are complex concept, embracing a wide range ofvariables. 
However, given the time and resources constraints, only several important aspects of 
the AIOs are included in this study. More different dimensions concerning the 
psychological and lifestyle dimensions of the viewers should be included in the future 
studies provided that there are enough resources. 
Furthermore, being the first psychographic study in Hong Kong television viewership 
market, no previous clear guidelines have been provided in segmenting the market in 
this study. Segmentation ofthe respondents and its corresponding interpretation may 
be largely based on researchers' judgment and observations and consequently bias may 
be resulted. 
Lastly, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions based upon single study. It is the one of 
the first cross-sectional studies in examining the psychographic characteristics of the 
Hong Kong television viewers. Future repetitive and longitudinal research on these 
topics are much needed to confirm the conclusions. Future studies are also needed to 





8.1 Current Achievement 
8.1.1 Product Life Cycle 
Despite the fact that Cable TV has different packages for customers to choose, Wharf 
Cable is actually perceived as having adopted one "globalized" product for the market 
as a whole. Or to be more precise, the subscription rates of all other packages are 
virtually insignificant when compared with the basic package. More than 80% of the 
subscribers are subscribing the basic packages. 
However, from the survey result, it is obvious that this "globalized" product performs 
differently in different market segments. In different segments, it is at different stages 
of the product life cycle. 
8.1.1.1 Matured Stage 
Cable TV reaches the matured stage only in the Conservative TV Dependents market 
(Segment 1). Penetration of Cable TV in this segment is highest among all six 
segments (32.8%). However, among those non-subscribers in thrs segment, most of 
them (82%) will not subscribe Cable TV in the future. All these implied that whoever 
> 
in this segment wants Cable has already subscribed, and whoever hasn't subscribed 
# 
actually doesn't want Cable. This is a matured saturated market -- an already high 
penetration, and a low growth rate is expected. 
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8.1.1.2 Growing Stage 
All the markets of Fashion Followers (Segment 2), Yuppies (Segment 3) and 
Community and Family Carers (Segment 6) are at the growing stage. Penetration of 
Cable TV in these markets are all relatively high (around 20%) and the growth rates are 
substantial. This is particularly true for the Community and Family Carers and the 
Yuppies ~ 40.6% and 32% of the non-subscribers are going to subscribe in the future 
respectively. For the Fashion Followers, the market seems to be close to the matured 
stage - growth rate starts to flat up. However, due to its large market size (largest 
among the six segments), its growing potential is substantial. 
8.1.1.3 Introductory Stage 
Cable TV is definitely at the introductory stage for the markets of Value Minders 
(segment 4) and Conservative TV Satisfiers (segment 5). Penetration in these markets 
are extremely low. Even worse, among those non-subscribers for both markets, more 
than 85% of them will not subscribe Cable TV in the near future. Penetration and 
growth rate are so low that Cable TV seems virtually haven't entered these two markets 
yet. ^ 
8.1.2 Image Built , 
From statement A9, it seems that Cable TV cannot impose an image on the general 
public that the quality of its programs is better than other non-subscription TVs. On 
84 
average, peoplejust slightly agree that Cable's programs are better, and this opinion has 
no significant differences among market segments (significance = 46.55%) or between 
Cable subscribers and non-subscribers (significance = 7.34%). 
This result can be further confirmed with the fact that seeking better entertainment or 
better service are not the major concerns of Cable subscribers. Only 27.4% and 16.1% 
of the subscribers thought so respectively. 
On the other hand, Wharf Cable cannot either successfully build the image that 
subscribing Cable is nothing complicated. Only those subscribers, who have really 
tried, think that the subscribing process is simple (an average 2.23 for statement A8). 
Those who haven't tried before, still think that the process is complicated (an average 
3.36 for statement A8). 
8.2 Who Subscribe, who not? 
Out of the seven psychographic factors, it is found that factor 7，TV Satisfied has 
highest correlation with Cable subscribership (Table 21). The mean score for this 
factor is 3.22 for Cable subscribers, compared with the3.99 of non-subscribers, and the 
%j* 
two scores are extremely significantly different (significance=0.000). This suggested 
that audience will subscribe when they are not satisfied by TVB and ATV. 
i 
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Table 21 Correlation with subscribership 
Factor Correlation with Subscriberhip 
(two-tailed test of significance) 
1. Fashion Conscious -0.0413 (p=0.463) 
2. TV Addictive -0.0099 (p=0.860) 
3. Community Oriented 0.0812 (p=0.151). 
4. Value Conscious 0.0901 (p=0.109) 
5. Conservative 0.0213 (p=0.706) 
6. Family Oriented -0.1204 (p=0.033) 
7. TV Satisfied 0.2837 (p=0.000) 
This conclusion is further verified by investigating the Z-scores of different market 
segments for factor 7. It was found that only Value Minders (Segment 4) and 
Conservative TV Satisfiers (Segment 5) have positive mean Z-scores for this factor. 
All other four segments have negative scores. This meant that these four segments are 
relatively not satisfied with the non-subscription TVs (when compared to the norm). 
While Value Minders (Segment 4) and Conservative TV Satisfiers (Segment 5) are 
already satisfied，penetration of Cable TV is lowest in these markets. 
In general, relatively lower score in TV Satisfied is highly correlated with higher 
^ 
personal and household income, as well as education received. This suggested that 
those who are well-educated and thus earn more are usually less satisfied with non-
subscription TVs. ‘ 
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Two more points are worth noticing. First of all, although subscribers had lower scores 
in TV Satisfied. However, they are just less satisfied when compared with others. In 
absolute sense, they are still satisfied with TVB and ATV, as the mean score is still 
higher than 3 (slightly agree). This suggested that generally speaking non-subscription 
TVs are doing well and maintain a not bad perception among general public. 
Secondly, the factor TV Satisfied is almost the sole determinant of subscribership. A 
step-wise regression has been performed to correlated subscribership with the seven 
psychographic factors. TV Satisfied was the only factor significant enough for the 
regression equation. Other psychographic variables are useful in sub-dividing the 
market, but not in predicting subscribership. 
8.3 Reasons of Subscribing 
Although it has been concluded that people subscribe Cable TV because they are not 
satisfied with non-subscription TVs, however, just the term "satisfaction" is too 
abstract for actions. The component statements of the factor TV Satisfied only 
suggested that people not satisfied find TVB and ATV not enough, and different TV 
programs are indeed different. Not enough may in terms of quality, quantity, or 
^ 
variety, and difference may in terms of quality or program type. 
To further investigate the problem, the reasons of subscribing, or benefits seeking was 
analyzed. 
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It is found that Cable subscribers are basically looking for one benefit: variety. Most of 
them subscribe for more choice (80.6%), or for some specific programs (43.5%). 
These two reasons imply that subscribers are seeking something different or not 
available on TVB and ATV. 
The next most common benefit seeking is latest information. This may mainly be 
contributed by the news channels of Cable TV, which update news reports every hour, 
as frequent as radios, but with sound and images. 
Then come the benefit of seeking better quality. However this benefit already seems 
much less important than the above two. Only 27.4% and 16.1% subscribers seek 
better entertainment and better service from Cable TV respectively. 
Comparison has been done among different segments and it was found that benefits 
seeking pattern had no significant difference between different segments. 
So, the most important reasons for subscribing Cable TV are its variety, followed by its 
latest information. Better quality is just a minor reason. This result is applicable to not 
just particular segments but the aggregate market as a whole. 
^ 
I 
8.4 Reasons of Not Subscribing 
t 
The reason of not subscribing Cable TV seems obvious: no need. Almost 70% of 
non-subscribers feel so. Together with the 15.3% of respondents stating "no more 
88 
time" as a reason, it seems that more than 85% of non-subscribers find themselves don't 
have the necessity to subscribe Cable TV. Besides this reason, all other reasons are 
relatively not significant. 
It is worth to note that only 16.1% of the respondents think it is the price of Cable TV 
that keeps them from subscribing. Furthermore, instead of the • relatively poorer 
segments have more responses to this option, it is the richest segment (Community and 
Family Carers) that chooses this option most. All this could be concluded into two 
points. First, the subscription fee ofHK$200 is actually an acceptable price level under 
the living standard ofHong Kong. What the people evaluating is the value for money, 
not the absolute magnitude. Second, price is not accountable for the low penetration of 
Cable TV. 
8.5 Marketing Niches 
As most subscribers found themselves seeking more choice and specific programs from 
Cable TV, it is believed that variety should be the most important niche ofWharf Cable. 
However, besides variety, Cable TV also tries to build niches on specialties in news, 
movies and sports programs. To formulate appropriate marketing strategies, the 
•w^ 
effectiveness of these niches should be investigated. 
First of all, specialty in news is believed to be important, as news is the most f4v0rite 
program type. Among all six market segments, five rank news as most favorite 
program and the remaining one still ranks it as third most favorite, ln this sense, news 
89 
should be an important niche of not just Cable TV but all broadcasting media. 
Moreover, many subscribers regard Cable TV as a source of latest information. This of 
course includes the most up-to-date news reports. So specialty in news is important. 
Secondly, specialty in movies is also important too, as all market segments regard 
movies as one of their top seven most favorite program types. It- is even the most 
favorite program type for the Fashion Followers. 
However, for sports programs, the importance seems become less. Among 6 segments, 
it only comes fifth in the Yuppies segment. For other segments, it only rank around 
seventh or below. Furthermore, the AIO statement D4 (which represents sports 
spectatorship) doesn't have significant correlation with subscribership 
(significance=6.1%). So, it is believed that strength doesn't really come from a basket 
of sports programs，but from the exclusive rights of certain specific matches or events, 





So far, opinions of 319 TV audience have been summarized that: 
1. Cable TV has been matured in Conservative TV Dependents' market; is growing in 
Fashion Followers', Yuppies' and Community and Family Carers' markets; is 
introducing in the Value Minders' and Conservative TV Satisfiers’ markets; 
2. Audience less satisfied with non-subscription TVs will subscribe Cable TV; 
3. People subscribes for variety; 
4. People not subscribes as they feel there is no such need. 
Marketing strategies based on these findings were formulated to help Wharf Cable 
grow in efficient and effective ways. 
9.1 Target Segments 
For short term, Fashion Followers, Yuppies and Community and Family Carers should 
be the markets with highest priority, as these markets have higher growing potential. 
For the Conservative TV Dependents, as the market has already be$n matured, priority 
would be lower. 
I 
/ 
However, it should be noted that it doesn't mean the Value Minders and Conservative 
TV Satisfiers are going to be neglected. In the long run, these two markets should also 
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be developed. The break-even subscription rate for Cable TV is 450,000 households. 
This figure could not be achieved easily if Wharf Cable doesn't target the whole Hong 
Kong population. Thus if profit is desired from the business, a real "globalized" 
product targeting, all segments and satisfying all segments' needs must be developed. 
9.2 Product Strategy 
9.2.1 General Aspects 
Basically, the product strategies currently adopted by Wharf Cable are appropriate. 
Building specialties in news, movies and sports are believed to be effective, except the 
fact that the efforts invested in sports programs may be a bit too much -- including too 
much low value-added items in the basket. 
The different packages available are actually not necessary, as the basic package is 
virtually the most common one chosen by subscribers. However, it is of no harm to 
have different packages at consumers' choice. 
What matters most and needs efforts is the program mix of Wharf Cable. 
% ^ 
9.2.2 Program Mix 
Wharf Cable has to further diversify its program mix. 
t 
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Currently, Cable TV only covers program types horse racing (TV2), news (TV4), 
musical (TV5), movies (TV7), sports (TV13), kid's programs (TV14), women's 
programs (TV15), programs with adult content (TV16) and informative documentaries 
(TV17) (Table 17). The coverage of other programs is either very low or even no. 
However, some other program types are highly valued by not just particular segments 
but all of them. The most "universal" programs include drama series, current affairs 
programs and infortainments. Secondary ones include variety shows and talk shows. 
In this sense, it is recommended that in short run Cable TV should first extend its arms 
to infortainments, variety shows, and current affairs programs, in a descending order of 
priority. In long run, it must produce its own drama series. 
9.2.2.1 Infortainments 
Infortainments is given highest priority because it is the latest and most successful 
program type development. This is the trend of television industry all over the world. 
The two infortainments programs of TVB and ATV are the prime programs of both 
stations. This program type is very popular among television audience. Moreover, it is 
^ 
relatively cost efficient when compared with the production of other program types. 
Developing Wharf Cable's own infortainments will have the drawback of directly 
competing and comparing with other non-subscription TVs. However, it is believed 
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that Cable TV will have competitive advantages over TVB and ATV, in terms of 
timeliness and flexibility of programming. 
Great effort is recommended to invest in infortainments, and the specialty should be 
built on Cable's timeliness. 
9.2.2.2 Variety Shows 
Variety shows here don'tjust include live integrated variety shows like previous EYT, 
but also include all types of variety programs, such as talk shows, magazine programs, 
enrichment programs, travel guides, etc. This program type is actually welcomed by 
many television audience, but is currently underrated by the two non-subscription TVs. 
Again, these programs are relatively cost efficient, especially some of them could be 
adopted from imported programs (like travel guides and magazine programs). Cable's 
specialty could be built their advantage in this program type，and this would become a 
distinguish feature differentiated form the two non-subscription TVs. 
Great effort is recommended to invest in variety shows. 
^ 
9.2.2.3 Current Affairs Programs 
Current affairs program is another program type highly rated by audience. However, its 
t 
priority is lower because the existing channel Cable News has already producing this 
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type of program, and also it may be in some ways overlapping with the infortainments. 
Moreover, cost efficiency is also not as high as other programs. 
So, medium effort is recommended to invest in current affairs programs, and specialty 
should be built on credibility, in order to differentiate from the infortainments. 
9.2.2.4 Drama Series 
Drama series have strategic values in Hong Kong television industry. 
First, it builds reputation of a station, creating audience loyalty. Most television 
audience value drama series greatly. All six segments rate drama series as one of the 
top seven most favorite television program types. The contents of drama series usually 
become talk of the town. The “words of mouth" effect is surprisingly great. Loyalty is 
also built when audience get familiar with the artists in drama series. It is believed that 
the inertia in viewership is partly accounted by drama series. 
Second, huge revenues are generated on exporting drama series to overseas markets. 
TVB is the world's top five television programs suppliers, and the world's largest 
^ 
Chinese television program supplier. Exporting programs are one of the major revenue 
sources for both ATV and TVB. 
/ 
The functions of developing Cable's own drama series are multi-folded. First of all, 
this could diversify Cable's program mix, extending its arms to one of the most popular 
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program types in Hong Kong. Second, upon successful penetration of drama series into 
audience's minds, brand loyalty as well as "words of mouth" effects could be enjoyed. 
Secondly, the drama series produced could be exported to generate revenues. 
Thirdly, as a strategic move, Cable must hit the strongest arm, drama series, of the 
largest competitor TVB. Otherwise, Cable could never penetrate into the markets 
where TVB owns viewership inertia. Wharf Cable could not passively wait until 
audience find TVB not satisfactory and seek changes. Cable must actively offer 
choices and attract audience to change. This is especially true if viewership is regarded 
to be a low involvement product, subjecting to high inertia effect. 
However, the current structure and scale ofWharf Cable is not large enough to produce 
competitive drama series. Also the cost efficiency of drama series is quite low. 
Investment is relatively very high. Efforts invested in drama series will not have 
immediate return. Reputation and loyalty has to be built with time. Once it has been 
built, its effects will last long. 
So it is recommended that medium efforts must be put in preparing for the production 
of drama series. These efforts may better be treated as long term investment. 
t 
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9.2.2.5 Other Program Types 
Limited efforts are also recommended to invest in other uncommon program types like 
youth programs, cultural and arts programs, etc. Due to limitation of air-time, both 
TVB and ATV have actually given up some program types. Cable can utilize it 
virtually infinite air-time to include these "holes" of non-subscription TVs and thus 
increase its variety. 
As the demand and values of these programs are really small, so limited and well 
justified efforts are recommended to invest in these programs. 
9.3 Promotion Strategy 
The promotion of Cable TV actually falls into a dilemma. 
It could not be denied that television viewership is of low involvement. It subjects to 
high inertia effect. Audience usually consume before evaluation, and most audience 
are just seeking satisfactory choice, instead of finding the best program. 
However, the process of subscribing Cable TV is believed to b^ highly involving. 




In this sense, whenever an audience considers subscribing Cable TV, he will actively 
evaluate the programs of non-subscription TVs that he is currently watching. Only 
when he found that the programs are just satisfactory, he would not subscribe. 
So a low involvement product has to be promoted through a high involvement decision 
making process. 
9.3.1 Personal Selling 
Personal selling currently adopted by Wharf Cable is believed to be the most efficient 
and effective way to promote Cable subscription. To make the process even more 
efficient, primary efforts should be targeted on the segments identified as growing 
markets: Fashion Followers，Yuppies, and Community and Family Carers. Secondary 
efforts are thus put on Conservative TV Dependents, Value Minders, and the 
Conservative TV Satisfiers. 
However, it is worth noting that personal selling in general will have an adverse effect 
of damaging the image of the company if not properly managed and controlled. So the 
extend and ways of personal selling should be well justified. 
^ 
9.3.2 A dvertising 
Basically the current advertising strategy of Cable emphasizing its nich^s and 
specialties is believed to be correct. The advertisements are basically targeted at the 
non-subscribers. The advertisements should be informative, telling audience the niches 
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and specialties of Cable TV, and thus make people to aware that choices and options are 
now available. The advertisements aim at arising awareness, rather than leading to 
action. Shifting this awareness into actions must be thejob of personal selling. 
In this sense, high involvement media like newspaper should be utilized for Cable's 
advertisements. 
9.3.3 Free Trial 
If viewership is believed to be a lowly involved product, then free product trial may be 
effective in its promotion. Actually, product trial has multi-folded advantages for 
Cable TV. 
First of all, it reduced the perceived risk of the initial high involvement process --
subscribing. The connection is free of charge. The trial subscriber is actually risk free. 
Efforts needed to push customers through the initial stage will be much reduced and 
thus allowing Cable's programs to have the chance to be consumed and evaluated. 
Secondly, once Cable has entered trial subscriber's home as a low involvement product, 
Cable's programs would have the chance to be consumed and eValuated. Once the 
programs are found satisfactory, with advantages over other television programs, and 
added values to the lives of the trial subscribers, the probability that a trial subscriber 
# 
becomes an official subscriber will be much larger. 
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The major drawback of this free trial scheme is of course resource availability. Such a 
free trial scheme will definitely involve a lot of human resource investment to install 
Cable connections with frequent contacts and follow-up of the trial subscribers. Cost 
effectiveness of such scheme should be subjected to further studies. 
9.4 Pricing Strategy 
As mentioned before, price is not a factor accountable for the low penetration of Cable 
TV. Only a few number of people not subscribing Cable due to its high price. What 
people evaluating most is whether it is value for money, rather the absolute amount of 
HK$200. The pricing level of Cable TV is acceptable with the current living standard 
of Hong Kong. 
Therefore, pricing strategy of Wharf Cable needs no refinements. 
9.5 Distribution Strategy 
Besides, accessibility is not a common reason for not subscribing Cable. However, 
wider coverage of course is better. When more people reached, more people may 




This exploratory study has examined the market characteristics of television 
broadcasting, and particularly for Cable TV. It has investigated that those who are not 
satisfied with the existing non-subscription free-to-air TVs will be more likely to 
subscribe Cable TV. While Cable subscribers subscribe for Cable's program variety, 
those not subscribing actually find there is no need to subscribe. 
However, it is interesting to find that the marketing strategies of Wharf Cable are not 
far away from appropriate. Wharf Cable has basically adopted a right marketing mix 
for the product, though refinements have been recommended in this study. It could be 
concluded that what causes the low penetration of Cable TV are not the marketing 
strategies of Wharf, just as the old Chinese saying says "not the fault in combating". 
Then, what are the causes? 
"It is the fault of market, not the company", as somebody suggested. 
To understand the issue more thoroughly, further studies should be conducted on some 
^ 
aggregate aspects of television broadcasting industry, like the maximum capacity of the 
viewership market (how many television channels Hong Kong audience could absorb), 
the optimal mix of different media as a whole (the optimal number of tel6vision 
stations, radio stations and newspapers to co-exist), and the effect of cross-media 
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APPENDIX A DESCRIPTION OF CABLE CHANNELS 
Channel No Channel Name 基本台 Description 
8 Cable News 1 有線新聞一台 24-hour full coverage of 
9 Channel 有,^^新聞二台 latest local and international 
15 Cable News 2 有糸泉寰宇台 general and financial news 
Channel Cable channels. 
16 International BBC World 
1' ^^;^^t ,, 有線英語新聞台 19 BCC World cNNI . 
• I CNBC Asia 
CNBC Asia 
5 Cable YMC Channel 有線 YMC 台 Broadcasting ofmusical 
programs with MTVs all 
over the world, together with 
interviews with famous 
artists. 
6 Cable Sports Channel 有線體育台 24-hour dedicated sports 
7 ESPN ESPN channels. Full coverage of 
world class sports events in 
basketball, tennis, soccer and 
boxing. 
10 Cable Movie 1 有線電影一台 Broadcasting of Chinese and 
Channel Western movies. 
11 Cable Movie 2 有線電影二台 
Channel 
11 Cable Children 有各隶兒童台 Providing cartoons, dramas, 
game shows and forum 
specially tailor-made for 
children. 
U Cable Women 有線婦女台 Offering entertainment 
Channel specials ^nd drama series, as 
well as talk show discussing 
mainly family and career 
issues faced by today's 
‘ women. 
I 
Channel No Channel Name 基本台 Description 
13 Cable Preview 預告台 Providing preview guides 
and latest updates for HBO, 
Cineplex and Movie 
Channels. 
14 Cable Horizon 有線新知台 Bringing informative 
Channel documentaries, scientific 
features and degrees 
programs from education 
institutes mainly for self-
learners. 
18 Cable 18 Channel 有各518台 Offering wide coverage of 
financial markets and 
security updates, as well as 
horse-racing results and 
analyses. 
^ HBO 有線1^0荷里活台 24-hour channel with 
Hollywood movies. 
21 Cineplex Channel 21 自選影院21台 Channels with pay-per-view 
22 Cineplex Channel 22 自選影院22台 movies of all kinds. 
23 Cineplex Channel 23 自選影院23台 




APPENDLX B SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGES OF CABLE TV 
Packages Fees Description 
On-demand Service Annual Fee: $100 News and Cineplex Channels. 
自選月艮務 Pay-per-view for News 
Channels: $5 per hour 
Movie Package Annual Fee: $100 Movie, HBO and Cineplex 
電影套餐 Monthly Fee: $ 100 Channels. 
Family Package Annual Fee: $100 Women, Children, Horizon, 
家庭套餐 Monthly Fee: $50 YMC and Cineplex Channels. 
Basic Package No Annual Fee All Channels except HBO. 
基本服務 Monthly Fee for Public and 
Home Ownership Housing: 
$180 










墻合作 � - -
I.請圈出最適合的答案。 
非常同意 非常不同意 
1.我時常留意大減價的廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
2. ^^購買大量減價貨品。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3.即使是瑣碎的貨品’我也會比較價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4.如果一定要二者選其一，我一般都會選擇時款式樣，而不 1 2 3 4 5 6 
棟舒適》 . 
5 . 我 《 ^ @ 產 品 潮 流 。 1 2 3 4 5 6-
6.我喜歡穿名師設計的時裝。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7.我覺得無人關心我。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8.相對而言’我比較著重現在的生活，較少爲將來打算。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9.我最根深蒂固的觀念大部份^3|5自我的家庭。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10.我的滿足感主要是來自屋企及家人。 1 2 3 • 4 5 6 
11.我喜歡盡量與家人在一起》 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12.晚上我較喜歡在家裏吃鈑。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
13.我關心我的社詳。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
14.我會視香港爲我的永久居住地。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
15.我樂意參與社區活動。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
16.我喜歡觀看_比賽。 i 2 3 4 5 6 
17.我喜歡與別人談論有關體育的消息。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
18.我經常閱讀報章上的體育版。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
19.我比大部份人更有自信。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
20.我相信我有很多才能》 1 2 3 4 5 6 
21.我的親戚朋友經常詢問我的意見。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
22.我偶然會影響我朋友選購物品的決定。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
23.不同牌子的產品有很大分別》 1 2 3 4 5 6 
24.不出名的牌子’與名牌相差無幾。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
25.―般來說，快餐店與酒樓餐館的食物差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
26.現今社會色情泛濫。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
27.現今的人對傳統觀念不夠鍾。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
28.我覺得_的習慣不是十分重要》 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 
29.同性戀_|]應予以放寬。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
30.婚前性行爲並無不妥。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
31.膽應該合法化。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
32.我經常聽取朋友有關選擇辉子的意見。 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 
33.我經常留意專家提出的意見》 1 2 3 4 5 6 
34.我會花很多時間與朋友談論產品與牌子的消息。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
35.我經常比親戚朋友較早蒈試新牌子》 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 6 .我喜 1 ^ _同的事物。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
37.當見到新牌子時，^#買下來^#它品質如何。 1 2 3. 4 5 6 
>• ！ 
1 
38.我爲了爭勝而比賽。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
39.我害怕丢臉。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
40.相比之下，成功的商人比藝術家更爲我所敬仰。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
41.選擇電視節目十分費時失事。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
42.大部份電視節目對我來說沒有分別。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
43.電視應該是免費的。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
44.電視不應播放廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
45.電視是我的主要資訊來源。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
46.我的娛樂主要來自電視。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
47.我經常和家人及朋友談及娛樂圈之事情。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
48.蹄電視浪費時間。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
49.對觀眾來說，現有四個非收費電視_已經足夠。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
50.非收費電視與大眾溝通不足。 1 2 3 4 5 6-
51.我覺得有線電視節目的質素比其他非收費^視爲高。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
52.我覺得我淸楚了解有線電視所能提供的服務及節目。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
53.我覺得訂購有線ml見過程複雜。 丄 2 3 4 5 6 
II .你是否同意有線電視能帶給你以下好處？請圈出最適合的答案。 
非常同意 非常不同意 
1.有線電視令我更能善用時間。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
2.有線電視令我更易觀看到特定的節目’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3.訂購有線電視^“^種時尙。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4.有線電視令我更易接收到及時的資訊。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5.有線電視令我更易接收到世界各地的資訊。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
6.有線電視給我更多選擇。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7.有線電視令我與別人談話時有更多話題。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8.有線電視令我享有更好的娱樂。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 .有線 ^ « ^我更好的服務。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10.有線電視—我一種優越感。 1 2 3 4 5 6 
11.有線電視在我曰常生活中非常重要》 1 2 3 4 5 6 
? , _ 類 型 
胃出5種你最喜歡收看的節目類型： 
. ^ S ' J •賽馬 口綜合節目 
1^斩閱 口音樂節目 口淸談節目-
j^  ^ ¾ 口時事節目 口追擎性報道-
^許少年節目 口文化藝術 口雜誌式節目 
^趣育蓮動 •兒童節目 • 婦 _ 目 
$訊記錄片 ’ 口含有成人內容的節目 口其他： ^ 
IV - ‘ 
1_4收看傳媒的習慣 
$&，你在下列媒體中一共花了多少時間？ 
^ ¾ ^視電視 有線電視 收音機 ？§^及雜誌 





• OnKlemand • Movie Package • Family Package • Basic Package • Not Sure 
Service 電影套餐 家庭套餐 標準服務 不淸楚 
自選服務 （$100/mth) ($50/mth) ($220/mth) 
4.你有否額外訂購「荷里活影院」服務？ 口有 口無 
5.你有否訂購過自選影院服務？ 口有 口無 
6.如有，在過去兩星期內，你收看過多少次自選影院的節目？ 次 
如你現在是有線電視的訂戶‘請回答問題7至9。 
7.你以前有否訂購過有線電視的服務？ 口有 口無• 
8.你不訂購有線電視是因爲：（請選出所有合適的答案） ‘ 
口價錢昂貴 口太多成人節目 口沒有需要 
Q有線網辂仍然未能接通 口節目質素低 口不熟識有線電視的藝員 
•支^^^務差 口其他: 
9.你會在不久之將來訂購有線電視嗎？ 口有 口無 
、：個人資料 ^： 
1^二19 口 20-29 口 30-39 • 4049 • 50-59 口 60 或以上 
?'J= • 男 口 女 
卜 ： 
彡1\$或以下 口中學 口預科 •大專或以上 
轉： 
旨專藥人士/行政人員 口商人/自僱者 口白領 •藍頜 •學生 •沒有工作 
5 ^ 收 入 ： 
Q � 0 O O 或以下 • $5,001 - $10,000 • $10,001 - $15,000 • $15,001 - $20,000 
|^^^.001 - S25,000 • $25,001 - $30,000 • S30,001 或以上 
丨》收入： 
^ lO>000 或以下 口 $10，001 - $20,000 口 S20,001 - $30,000 • $30,001 - $40,000 
細，001-$50,000 a$50,001 -$60,000 n$60,001 或以上 
|$&狀： 口單身 口已婚 





^^；^ 訪問員姓名： ‘ 
' ^ — _ ^ < ^ - ^ _ - > _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ 
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EogH,h VerskMi Questionnaire No. ： 
We are a group of graduate students from the Chinese University of Hong Kong and are now conducting a research on the TV 
'^ dustry. Could you kindly spare a few minute to complete this questionnaire for us? All information will be kept 
c_dential. Thank you. 
SartAi 
1. Vesterday, how many hours did you spend in the following media? 
^ ^ ATV Cable TV Radios Newspapers and Magazines 
^ — hrs hrs hrs hrs hrs 
� � I n last 2 weeks, have you rented any video tapes/discs from video rental shops? • YES • NO • 
IF YES, how many tapes/discs have you rented in last weeks? 
y ^lease choose the FWE television program types that you are most favourite. 
(1 as most favourite, 2 as second most favourite, and so on.) 
1) Q Drama series 2) 口 Horse racing 3) • Variety show 
4) • News 5) 口 Musical 6) 口 Talk show 
7) • Movies 8) • Current affairs program 9) • Lnfotainment 
l0) Q Youth program 11) • Cultural and arts 12) • Magazine program 
^ Q Sports 14) • Kids' program 15) • Women's program 
l6) • Programs with adult content 17) • Informative documentaries 18) • Others: 
W & 
Pj 
ease circle your opinions. 
Strongly SUghdy SUghtly S b t M ^ 
Disagree DUagree EHugree Agree Agree Agree 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Most of the television programmes are indifferent to me. 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6 The non-subscription TVs do not communicate enough with the pubUc. 
3. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Watching television is a waste of time. 
1' 1 2 3 4 5 6 Television should not contain any commercials. 
.., • • . : ..: ：、： • • • • • • • : • • / • • . 
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Television is my major source ofinformation. 一 
6. 1 2 3 4 5 6 TVshould befreeofcharge. 
7. 1 2 3 4 5 6 fhe existing 4 non-subscription channels are already enough for the audience. 
义 1 2 3 4 5 6 (I tWnk) subscribing Cable TV is a complicated process. , 
9, 1 2 3 4 5 6 The quality of Cable TV programs is better than that ofother non-subscription TVs. 
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Products of different brandnames are ofless differences. 
1 
Strongly SUghtfy SUghdy Strongly 
Diugree Disagree Oitagree Agree Affte Agnc 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 6 People have too little respect for traditional values these days. 
12. 1 2 3 4 5 6 There is too much emphasis on sex these days. 
13. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Dress for fashion is more important than for comfort. 
14 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 Abortion should be legalized. 
6aciCi 
1. Is your home currently subscribing Cable TV? • YES (Please answer Q.2a - 2f "Cable Subscriber" PaH) 
• NO (Please answer Q.3a - 3c "No'n-subscrib^" Part) 
-“Cable Subscriber” Part -
2a. Which package is your home currently subscribing? 
• On-demand Service • Movie Package • Family Package • Basic Package • Not Sure 
2b. Has your home subscribed the premium channel "HBO"? • YES • NO DNot Sure 
2c. Have your ever tried Cineplex service? • YES • NO 
IF YES, how many times have you tried in the last two weeks? times 
2d. Do you know the Cable fees of your home for last month? 口 YES 口 NO 
IF YES, how much was it? | 
2e. Please state the three Cable channels that you watch most, in descending order offrequency. 
1. (most watched) 2, (second most watched) 3. (third most watched) 
2f. Here are the benefits that Cable TV can provide, please choose the THREE that you think are most important. 
(1 as most important, 2 as second most important, 3 as third most important.) 
1) • Utilize my time better 2) 口 Have more choice 
3) • Have easier access to specific programs 4) • Have more conversation topics with others 
5) • Keep up with the trend 6) • Have better entertainment 
7) • Have better access to latest information 8) • Have better services 
9) • Have better access to worldwide information 10) • Have a sense ofsuperiority 
11) • Others: « 
- - ( P l e a s e go t o Part P)— 
2 
？ - "Non-subscriber" Part 一 
S-
3a. Has your home ever subscribed Cable TV before? • YES ClNO 
3b. The reasons why your home doesn't subscribe Cable TV are: (can choose more than one option) 
l)DHighprice 2) • Too much adult programs 3) O No need 
4) • Poor supporting services 5) 口 Programs are oflow quality 6) • Others: 
7) 口 Network not yet covered 8) • Not familiar with Cable's artists 
•. . . ..；.: . 
3c. Will your home subscribe Cable TV in near future? • Definitely YES • May Be 
> DMay BeNot • Definitely NO 
SarLDi 
^ase circle your opinion. 
Strongfy SBghtty SU^Uy Strongfy 
Diugree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I am more self-confident than most people. 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6 My entertainment mainly comes from TV. 
3. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I like wearing clothes of famous-brand. 
4. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I Iike to watch sports games. 
h'-
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Iliketo shopfor "specials". 
6. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I often notice experts' opinions. 
7. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I ^ wiUing to participate in community events. 
容. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I care about my community. 
9. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I check the prices even for smaU items. 
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I would rather spend a meal at home in the evening. 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 6 When I see a new brand I will buy it just to see what it's like. 
12. 1 2 3 4 5 6 My satisfaction mainly comes from my femily. 
13. 1 2 3 4 5 6 My friends and relatives often come to me for advice" 
1斗- 1 2 3 4 5 6 I spend a lot of time talking with my friends about products. 
f 
3 
SartE: Personal Particulars 
^ : 1) • Male 2) • Female 
% e 1) • 15-24 2) • 25-34 3) • 35-44 
4) • 45-54 5) • 55-64 6) • 64 or above 
Education Received： 1) • Primaty or below 2) • Secondaty 3) • Matriculated 4) • Tertiaty or above 
Occupation: 
0 D Professionals / Executives 2) • White Collars 3) • Servicing / Sales 
^ • Technicians / Workers 5) • Students 6) • Housewives 
7) • Retired 8) • No jobs 9) • Others: 
^onthfy Personal Income: 0) • No income 
1) • $3,999 or less 2) • $4,000 - $5,999 3) • $6,000 - $7,999 
4) D $8,000 - $9,999 5) • $10,000 - $14,999 6) • $15,000 - $19,999 
7) • $20,000 - $24,999 8) • $25,000 - $39,999 9) • $40,000 or more 
Monthly Household Income: 1) • $3,999 or less 2) • $4,000 - $5,999 
^ Q $6,000 - $7,999 4) • $8,000 - $9,999 5) • $10,000 - $14,999 
^ • $15,000 - $19,999 7) • $20,000 - $24,999 8) • $25,000 - $29,999 
^ Q $30,000 - $39,999 10) • $40,000 - $59,999 11) • $60,000 or more 
^P^ ofHousing: 1) • Public Housing 2) • Home Ownership Scheme 
” Q Private Housing 4) • Temporary Housing 5) • Others: 
^ingPistHct: l )DHongKong 2) • Kowloon 3)DNewTerritories 
-.:.:;\i.: 
^^HtalStatus: l )OSingle 2) • Married 
. , : . . . . . . : . . . . . . . • . . • •• ... . . • 
.:::. . 
.;、？:..‘:.>:.:. 




l^ation: date: interviewer: 
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_泉電視 亞洲電視 有線電視 收音機 報紙及雜誌 
^ 小時 小時 小時 小時 小時 
2-在過去兩個星期內，你有沒有—視店租過影帶或_看？ • 有 口 •沒有 
如有，那麼在過去兩星期內共租了多少套？ 套 
3’請你依次序選出五種你最喜歡收看的節目類別° (1爲最喜歡’ 2第二喜歡，如此類推。） 
0 •連續劇 2) •賽馬 》•綜合節目 
4) •新聞 5) •音樂節目 6) •淸談節目 
7) •電影 8) •時事節目 9) •追擊性幸随 
10) •靑少年節目 11) •文化藝術 12) •雜誌式節目 




非 頗 少 
常 爲 許 少 頗 非 
不 不 不 許 爲 常 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
音 音 音 音 音 音 
jW^ dW^ >t& >恐 @^\ ^ ¾ 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 6大部份電視節目對我來說沒有分別。 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6非收費電視與大眾溝通不足。 
3. 1 2 3 4 5 6蹄電視浪費時間。 
4. 1 2 3 4 5 6電視不應該播放廣告。 < 
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6電視是我主要的資訊來源。 
6. 1, 2 3 4 5 6電;1&]1該是免費的。 
7. 1 2 3 4 5 6對觀眾來說，現有四個非收費電視頻道已經足夠/ 
8. 1 2 3 4 5 6 (我覺得 )訂贿線電視過程難。 
9. 1 2 3 4 5 6有線電視節目的質素比其他非收費電視台高。 
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6不同牌子的產品分別不大。 
1 
非 頗 少 
常 爲 許 少 頗 非 
不 不 不 許 爲 常 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
j@* J^V J^S ^ ^ J^ i®» 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 6現今的人對傳統觀念不夠尊重。 
12. 1 2 3 4 5 6現今社會色情泛濫。 
13. 1 2 3 4 5 6衣服的款式比舒適更重要。 
14. 1 2 3 4 5 6墮胎應該合法化。 
_ 份 : • 
!•府上現在是否有線電視的訂戶？ •是（請回答問題 2 a至 2 f r有線電視訂戶j部份、 
•否（請回答問題3 a至3 c「非有線電視訂戶」部份、 
-「有線電視訂戶」部份--
2 a . 府 上 現 在 所 訂 購 的 服 礙 那 一 項 ？ 
• On-demand Service • Movie Package • Family Package • Basic Package • Not Sure 
自選服務 電影套餐 家庭套餐 標準服務 不淸楚 
2 b . 府 上 有 沒 有 額 外 訂 購 「 荷 里 活 影 院 」 （ H B O ) ？ •有 口沒有 口不淸楚 
2 c . 你 有 沒 有 用 過 自 選 影 院 服 務 ？ • 有 口 沒 有 
如有，那麼在過去兩星期內共用過幾多次？ 次 
2d.你知不知上個月府上有線電視的月費是多少？ 口 知 口 不 知 
如知’那麼是上個月的月費是多少呢？ $ 
2 e . 請 你 依 次 序 塡 上 你 最 經 常 收 看 的 三 個 有 線 電 視 頻 道 ： 
1.(最常收看) 2.(第二常收看) 3.(第三常收看) 
2 f . 這 裡 是 一 些 蹄 有 線 電 視 的 好 處 ’ 請 你 依 次 序 選 出 最 重 要 的 三 項 。 
(1爲最重要，2爲第二重要’ 3爲第三重要。） 
1) •更能善用時間 2) •有更多選擇 
3) •更易觀看到特定的節目 4) •與別人談話時有更多話題 
5) •追上潮流 6) •享有更好的換樂 
7) 口更易接收最新的訊息 8) •享有更好的服務 
9) •更易接收世界各地的資訊 10) 口有一種優越感 
11)口其他: ‘ 
- - (請跳到丁部份繼續作答）一 
2 
-「非有線電視訂戶」部份-
3a.府上以前有否訂購過有線«|| ？ •有 •否 
3b.府上不訂購有線電；胃因爲:(可選多過一項） 
1)口價錢昂貴 2)口太多成人節目 3)口沒有需要 
… 4) •支援服務差 5) 口節目質素低 6) •其他: 
7) 口 有 線 網 _ 未 接 通 8) •不熟識有線電視的藝員 
•: 3c ,府上會否在不久將來訂_線電視？ 口 一定會 口應該會 
•應該不會 口 一定不會 
XMMi 
辭你再就下列句子圈出你的個人意見。 
非 頗 少 
常 爲 許 少 頗 非 
不 不 不 許 爲 常 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
i® )S ¾^ ^$ ^s )¾ 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 6我比大部份人更有自信。 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6我的換樂主要來自電視。 
3. 1 2 3 4 5 6我喜歡穿着名牌時裝。 
4. 1 2 3 4 5 6我喜歡觀看運動比賽。 
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6我喜歡購買減價貨品。 
6. 1 2 3 4 5 6我經常留意專家提出的意見。 
7. 1 2 3 4 5 6我樂意參與社區活動。 
8. 1 2 3 4 5 6 我 關 心 我 的 雌 。 
9. 1 2 3 4 5 6事無大小，我也會比較價錢。 
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6晚上我比較喜歡在家裡吃飯° 
^ 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 6當見到新牌子時，©#買下來試試看。 
12. 1 2 3狐 4 5 6我的滿足感主要來自我的家人。 
13. l ' 2 3 4 5 6我的親戚朋友經常詢問我的意見。 i 
14. 1 2 3 4 5 6我會花很多時間跟其他人談論商品的消息。 
3 
脑份 :個人》 ^ 
_ : 1)口男 2)口女 
年餘 1) • 15-24 2) • 25-34 3) • 3544 
4) • 45-54 5) • 55-64 6) • 64 以上 
敎育程度： !)•小學或以下 2)口中學 3)口預科 4)口大專或以上 
_ 
1) •專業/行政/管理人員 2) •文職人員 3) •服務性行業從業員 
)^ •技術人員/工人 5) •學生 6) •主婦 • 
7) •退休 8) •沒有工作 9) •其他: 
_月個人收入; 0) •無收入 
1) • $3,999 或以下 2) • $4,000 - $5,999 3) • $6,000 - $7,999 
^ • $8,000 - $9,999 5) • $10,000 - $14,999 6) • $15,000 - $19,999 
7) • $20,000 - $24,999 8) • $25,000 - $39,999 9) • $40,000 或以上 
@月家庭收入: 1) • $3,999 或以下 2) • $4,000 - $5,999 
^ D $6,000 - $7,999 4) • $8,000 - $9,999 5) • $10,000 - $14,999 
^ • $15,000 - $19,999 7) • $20,000 - $24,999 8) • $25,000 - $29,999 
^ • $30,000 - $39,999 10) • $40,000 - $59,999 11) • $60,000 或以上 
_宇單位類型: 1) 口公共房屋 2) •居屋 
” •私人房屋 4) • 臨時房屋 5) • 其他: 
細區域： 1) •香港 2) 口九龍 3) 口新界 












m m m m 問卷編號： 
你好’我係中文大學硏究生委派槪調查員，而家做緊一項有關香港電視業槪硏究。唔知你可唔 
^^乂花幾分鐘職時間’幫我做份問卷。你所提供概資料絕對保密。1 
s g & ^ 
1*19日你蹄佐幾多個鐘頭：2 
_線電視 亞洲電視3 有線電視 收音機 $mRmu 
小時 小時 小時 小時 小時 
2*_過去兩個星期，你有無赌、影視店租過影帶影碟蹄呢4? •無 口有5 _, 套 
3*哩度係各種唔同槪電視節目類別’請你依次序選出五種你最鐘意收蹄槪節目。 
(1爲最喜歡，2第二喜歡，如此類推。）6 
1) •連續劇 2) •賽馬 3) •綜合節目 
4) •新聞 5) •音樂節目 6) •淸談節目 
7) •電影 8) •時事節目 9) •追擊性幸随 
10) •靑少年節目 11) 口文化藝術 12) •雜誌式節目 
13) •體育運動 14) • 兒 _ 目 15) •婦女節目 
16)口含有成人內容的節目17)口資訊記錄片 18)口其他： ‘ 
^MMl跟住落碟我會問你對一0»句子槪意見。請你表示同意抑或唔同意。1就表示你非常之唔同 
餐’ 2表示頗爲唔同意，3表示少少唔同意。如此類推。8 
非 頗 少 
常 爲 許 少 頗 非 
不 不 不 許 爲 常 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
j& i^ ¾^ >意 ^^ ^¾ 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 6 大 部 份 電 視 節 目 對 鍵 聽 係 他 分 別 職 。 9 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6非收《«視同大眾溝通不足。1» . 
3. 1 2 3 4 5 6蹄電視浪費時間。 
4. 1 2 3 4 5 6 電視暖該播放廣告。 
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6電視係你主赚資訊來源。 ， 
6. 1 2 3 4 5 6 電 觀 該 係 免 麵 。 
7. 1 2 3 4 5 6 m m m m , 現 # 1 1 四 個 非 收 費 « | ^ ^ 已 經 足 夠 � “ 
8* 1 2 3 4 5 6訂購有線電視過程灘。1 2 
1 
9. 1 2 3 4 5 6有線電視節目_質素比其他電視台好。13 
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6唔同牌—產品分別不大。“ 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 6而家概人對傳統觀念唔夠尊重。15 
12. 1 2 3 4 5 6現今社會色情泛濫。 丨：: 
.；> 
13. 1 2 3 4 5 6衣服概款式比舒適更重要。 
14. 1 2 3 4 5 6墮胎應該合法化。 
5部份： 
!•府上而家係唔係有線電視嘅訂戶？ 口係 (請回答問題 2€1 M2f) 
口樹系 (請回答問題 3 0至 3 0 ) -
2a.府上所訂嘅服務係邊一種？ 
• On-demand Service • Movie Package • Family Package • Basic Package • Not Sure 
自選服務 電影套餐 家庭套餐 標準服務16 不淸楚 
2b.府上有無額外訂購「荷里活影院」（HBO) ？ 口無 口有 口不淸楚 
20.府上有無用過自選影院«服務？ •無 • 有 1 7 
(如苟附條過去兩個星期，你蹄過幾多次自選影院？ 次 
24.你知唔知上個月交佐幾多錢有線電視月費？ •唔知 • 知 5 
2e.麻煩你依次序講出你最經常收蹄概三個有線電視頻道:18 
1. 2. 3. 
2f.哩度係一《9蹄有線電視職好處，麻煩你依次序選出你覺得係最重要_三項。 
(1爲最重要，2爲第二重要，3爲第三重要0 )i9 
1) •更能善用時間 2) •有更多選擇 
3) •更易觀看到特定的節目 4) •與別人談話時有更多話題 
5) •追上潮流 6) •享有更好的娛樂 
7) •更易接收最新的訊息 幻口享有更好的服務 
9) 口更易接收世界各地的資訊 10) •有一種優越感 
l l ) D其他: 
--(請跳到丁部份繼績作答)-- ^ 
38.府上以前有無訂購過有線電視？ •有 •無 
:3卜.府上唔訂有線電視係因爲：（可以揀多過一項)2® 
“ 1) 口價錢昂貴 2) 口太多成人節目 3) •沒有需要 ‘ 
4)還支援服務差 5)口節目質素低 句口其他： 
7) 口 有 線 網 _ 未 接 通 8) 口不熟識有線電視的藝員 
一 3<!.府上會唔麵不久麵來訂肺線電視？ 口 —定會 口應該會 
•應該唔會 •―定唔會“ 
2 
Iggf&:跟住落碟我會問你對另外一�9句子槪意見。同頭先一樣，麻煩你揀出1至6。 2 2 
非 頗 少 
常 爲 許 少 頗 非 
不 不 不 許 爲 常 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
¾^ ¾^ )@% ^¾ ¾^ ^¾ 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 6你比大部份人更有自信。 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6 «娛樂主要來自電視。 
3. 1 2 3 4 5 6你喜歡着名牌時裝。 ， 
4. 1 2 3 4 5 6 你 « « _ 動 比 賽 。 . 
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6你喜歡購買減價貨品。 
6. 1 2 3 4 5 6你經常留意專家提出槪意見。 
7. 1 2 3 4 5 6你樂意參與社區活動。 -
8. 1 2 3 4 5 6你關心減社群。" 
9. 1 2 3 4 5 6事無大小’你都會格價。 
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6 夜 晚 你 比 較 鐘 麵 馳 食 飯 。 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 6當見到新牌 _陣，你會買1 @試吓。 
12. 1 2 3 4 5 6減滿足感主要係來自你謎人。 
13. 1 2 3 4 5 6你概親戚朋友經常詢問你槪意見。 
14. 1 2 3 4 5 6你會花好多時間同其他人傾商口口0«消息。24 





这 部 份 ： 個 人 資 料 2 5 
性別: 1) •男 2) •女 
年 餘 1) • 15-24 2) • 25-34 3) • 35-44 
4) • 45-54 5) • 55-64 6) • 64 或以上 
敎育程度： 1) •小學或以下 2) •中學 3) •預科 4) •大專或以上 
職業：饭 
1) •專業/行政/管理人員 2) 口文職人員 3) •月艮務性行業從業員 
3) •技術人員/工人 4) •學生 6) •主婦 
7) •退休 8) •沒有工作 9) •其他: 
_月個人收入:27 0) •無收入 
1) • $3,999 或以下 2) • $4,000 - $5,999 3) • $6,000 - $7,999 
)^ • $8,000 - $9,999 5) • $10,000 - $14,999 6) • $15,000 - $19,999 
)^ • $20,000 - $24,999 8) • $25,000 - $39,999 9) • $40,000 或以上 
•月家庭收入：功 
1) • $3,999 或以下 2) • $4,000 - $5,999 
^ 口 $6,000 - $7,999 4) • $8,000 - $9,999 5) • $10,000 - $14,999 
…• $15,000 - $19,999 7) • $20,000 - $24,999 8) • $25,000 - $29,999 
^ 口 $30,000 - $39,999 10) • $40,000 - $59,999 11) • $60,000 或以上 
_宇單麵型 : 1)口公共房屋 2)口居屋 
^ 口私人房屋 4) •臨時房屋 5) •其他: 
^ 
_ 區 域 : 1 : 漏 1) •香港 2) • 九 龍 3) •新界 
_ 脈 / !)•單身 2)口已婚 ， 











j •連續劇 2) •賽馬 3) • 綜合節目如歡樂 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^) •新聞 5)口音樂節目 6 ) D淸談節目 
、 如勁歌金曲 如女人心 
7)口電影 8)口時事節目 9) •追擊性報道 
^ 如時事追擊‘星期日檔案 如城市追整，今日膀眞_ 
1¾ •靑少年節目 11)口文化藝術 12) •雜誌式節！ ~ ~ 
• 如花^1�新世界,mmnmw 
丨3) •體育運動 l 4 ) D兒童節目 15)口婦女節目 




















自選服務：¥»$100 ；每次收看新聞台爲每小時$5 ；可用自選影院服務。 
電影套餐：年費$100，月費$100 ；可收看電影台，^0和自選影院服務.。 



















LIST OF AIO STATEMENTS 
Factors Q. No. Statments 
1 Price Conscious D5. I like to shop for "specials". 
D9. I check the prices even for small items. 
2 Image Conscious A13. Dress for fashion is more important than for comfort. 
D3. I like to wear clothes of famous-brand. 
3 Family Orientation D10. I would rather spend a meal at home in the evening. 
D12. My satisfaction mainly comes from my family. 
4 Community D7. I am willing to participate in community events. 
D8. I care about my community. 
5 Sports Spectator D4. I like to watch sports games. 
6 Self-confident D1. I am more self-confident than most people. 
7 Opinion Leader D13. My friends or relatives often come to me for advice. 
8 Discerning AlO. Products of different brandnames are of less differences. 
9 Tradition A11. People have too little respect for traditional values these days. 
A12. There is too much emphasis on sex these days. 
10 Sexual Permissiveness A14. Abortion should be legalized. 
11 Information seeker D6. I often notice experts' opinions. 
D14. I spend a lot of time talking with my friends about products. 
12 New Brand Tryer D11. When I see a new brand I will buy it just to see what it's like. 
13 Questions About TV: 
13a Perception about TV A1. Most of the television programmes are indifferent to me. 
A4. Television should not contain any commercials. 
A6. TV should be free of charge. 
13b TV usage A3. Watching television is a waste of time. 
A5. Television is my major source of information. 
D2. My entertainment mainly comes from TV. 一 
13c Opinion towards A2. The non-subscription TVs do not communicate enough with the public. 
non-subscription TV A7. The existing 4 non-subscription channels are akeady enough for the audience. 
13d Opinion towards Cable TV A8. (I think) subscribing Cable TV is a complicated p r o c e s s . , 








^ ^ ^ | 頗 爲 不 同 意 | 少 許 不 同 意 | 少 許 同 意 頗 爲 同 意 # ^ i i ^ 
^ M 2. 3 I 4 ^ ^ ~ t ~ T " ~ 
請選出五種你最喜歡收看的電視節目類型。 
(1爲最喜歡，2爲第二喜歡，如此類推，5爲第五喜歡） 
1)口連續劇 2)D賽馬 3)口綜合節目 
4)口新聞 5)口音樂節目 6)口淸談節目 
7)口電影 8 )D時事節目 9)口追擊性報道 
10) •靑少年節目 11) •文化藝術 12) •雜誌式節目 




1)口價錢昂貴 2)口太多成人節目 3)口沒有需要 
4) •支援服務差 5) •節目質素低 6) • 其他 : 






5)口 ^ ± « 6 ) D享有更好的娛樂 
乃口更易接收最新的訊息 8)口享有更好的服務 
9) • 更易接收世界各地的資訊 1 0 ) • 有一種優越感 
11)n 其他:_ 
I • 
APPENDEX I FACTOR MATRDC 
> 
ITEMS Factor 1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 Factor 8 Factor 9 Factor 10 
— 
Dll 0.80807 -0.01203 0.08007 0.03068 0.03337 0.08091 0.02826 -0.04295 -0.14838 0 03762 
D3 O,7m9 0.11772 -0.13030 0.00429 -0.16552 -0.18619 -0.09049 0.03197 0.14603 0 06999 
D14 a56236 0.03050 -0.00853 0.05246 -0.01637 0.39669 -0.21807 -0.04781 0.01129 009841 
A13 0303^9 0.21914 -0.19861 -0.10602 0.08207 -0.39671 -0.06924 0.14221 0.08072 0:11313 
D2 0.13961 0,7479^ 0.01758 0.20261 -0.04454 0.00866 0.13820 -0.05211 -0.00764 -0.11762 
A5 0.04785 0.73657 -0.10222 0.08593 0.01775 0.05125 0.02941 . 0.05432 -0.01125 -0.02615 
D8 -0.07641 -0.02309 0.882^ -0.00503 0.00002 0.11874 0.02841 0.05302 0.00173 -0.04232 
D7 0.02009 -0.06207 0,853t3 0.07940 0.14500 0.08583 0.02493 0.00171 0.00118 0.02725 
D5 -0.03482 0.04901 0.14726 0J19l2 0.12023 -0.04474 0.04098 0.02861 -0.06312 -0 09971 
D9 0.16765 0.24849 0.01622 O M m 0.00537 0.08279 0.01127 -0.03032 0.17731 0 11734 
A4 -0.02291 -0.03835 -0.10282 m m -0.12443 0.14767 0.21243 0.39951 0.06345 0:03313 
D4 0.38724 -0.10250 0.15964 -0.47727 0.06963 0.04430 0.01634 -0.04632 0.33951 -0:14790 
A12 0.03464 -0.01514 0.04220 -0.10288 0.76305 -0.07201 0.21242 -0.15272 -0.01945 -0.06200 
All -0.09478 -0.05191 0.06925 0.14736 0,74356 0.08541 -0.00462 0.10595 -0.00987 0.01927 
A6 -0.20178 0.36787 0.07137 -0.05084 0.38931 -0.07051 -0.17708 0.36276 0.23710 0.35612 
D12 -0.10444 0.21720 0.18636 -0.02384 -0.11492 0M739 0.14926 -0.00192 0.05202 0 13752 
D13 0.20249 -0.21669 0.00175 0.09526 0.26495 0 m i 9 -0.14920 0.06871 0.17682 -0:26254 
D6 0.03243 0.17636 0.17686 -0.00988 0.36884 0.40480 -0.12798 0.11712 -0.18851 0.28189 
A1 -0.03125 -0.07510 -(U1010 -0.12818 0.10585 0.02838 0 .70618 0.20526 -0.00904 0.02668 
A7 -0.07208 0.15177 0.14575 0.23895 0.03304 -0.12696 a64044 0.02077 0 04570 0 04506 
D10 -0.25980 0.26028 0.13254 0.21741 0.03068 0.28541 0.49042 -0.10957 -0.01651 -0.01645 
AlO -0.01275 0.07180 0.07221 0.02891 -0.04262 0.04524 0.08338 0.86236 -0 08894 -0 06848 
A2 0.10747 -0.37713 -0.00088 0.15792 0.24439 -0.19533 0.15372 0.47757 0.14659 0.12083 
D1 -0.00928 -0.00571 -0.02457 0.03082 -0.02002 0.06014 0.03662 -0.00809 0.86969 -0.01754 
A3 0.09259 -0.24241 -0.13764 0.00184 0.10104 0.06817 0.26932 -0 01255 -0 24298 0 71973 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEMOGRAPHIC PROFtt>ES OF ALL RESPONDENTS 
Unweighted Weighted 
N=319 N=319 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
SEX 
1 Male 177 55.5% 158 49.6% 
2 Female 142 44.5% 161 50.4% 
AGE 
1 15-24 64 20.1% 55 17.2% 
2 25-34 82 25.7% 75 23.5% 
3 35-44 83 26.0% 74 23.3% 
4 45-54 38 11.9% 43 13.5% 
5 55-64 29 9.1% 33 10.2% 
6 65 or above 23 7.2% 40 12.4% 
EDUCATION • 
1 Primary or below 35 11.3% 49 15.7% 
2 Secondary 161 51.8% 154 49.6% 
3 Matriculated 45 14.5% 43 13.8% 
4 Teritary or above 70 22.5% 65 20.9% 
OCCUPATION 
1 Professionals/ Executives 68 21.3% 62 19.4% 
2 White Collars 55 17.2% 52 16.4% 
3 Servicing/ Sales 72 22.6% 65 20.4% 
4 Technicians/ Workers 39 12.2% 37 11.7% 
5 Students 25 7.8% 21 6.7% 
6 Housewives 20 6.3% 26 8.2% 
7 Retired 19 6.0% 27 8.4% 
8 No Jobs 18 5.6% 26 8.0% 
9 Others 3 0.9% 3 0.9% 
MONTHLY PERSONAL INCOME 
0 No Income 97 30.2% 107 33.8% 
1 $3,999 orless 6 1.9% 5 1.7% 
2 $4,000-$5,999 7 2.2% 8 2.4% 
3 $6,000-$7,999 20 6.2% 18 5.8% 
4 $8,000-$9,999 46 14.3% 43 13.8% 
5 $10,000-$14,999 64 19.9% 58 18.3% 
6 $15,000-$19,999 31 9.7% 30 9.4% 
7 $20,000-$24,999 22 6.9% 21 6.6% 
8 $25,000-$39,999 15 4.7% 14 4.4% 
9 $40,000 or more 13 4.0% 12 3.9% 
MONTHLY HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
1 $3,999orless 4 1.3% 6 2.0% 
2 $4,000-$5,999 7 2.3% 9 2.9% 
3 $6,000-$7,999 7 2.3% 8 2.7% 
4 $8,000-$9,999 12 4.0% 17 5.7% 
5 $10,000-$14,999 42 14.0% 39 13.3% 
6 $15,000-$19,999 35 11.6% 33 11.3<½ 
7 $20,000-$24,999 62 20.6% 59 20.0% 
8 $25,000-$29,999 33 11.0% “ 32 10.8% 
9 $30,000-$39,999 36 12.0% 33 11.4% 
10 $40,000-$59,999 43 14.3% 40 13.6% 
11 $60,000 or more 20 6.6% 19 6.4% 
TYPE OF HOUSING 
1 Public Housing 107 33.8% 113 35.7% 
2 Home Ownership Scheme 44 13 90^ 39 l2fA% 
3 Private Housing 161 50.8% 158 50.0% 
4 Temporary Housing 1 0.3% 1 0.3% 
5 Others 4 1.3% 5 1.7% 
Marital Status 
1 Single 168 53.0% 150 47.3% 
2 Married 149 47.0% 167 52.7% 
• * • 
APPENDIX L 
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES OF SIX SEGMENTS 
Segment 
i 2 3 4 5 6 
(N=30) (N=95) QSI=71) (N=36) QSf=50) (N=38) 
^ % % % % % % 
1 Male 51.6 41.9 74.7 47.7 33.9 42.7 
2 Female 48.4 58.1 25.3 52.3 66.1 57.3 
AGE 
1 15-24 7.8 30.1 25.5 7.4 3.4 4.2 
2 25-34 8.8 24.4 30.4 12.6 20.2 34.6 
3 35-44 26.2 28.1 23.2 15.1 17.1 24.8 
4 45-54 13.6 11.6 17.1 20.7 12.2 6.4 
5 55-64 14.9 3.3 2.2 21.4 . 13.5 23.7 
6 65 or above 28.5 2.5 1.7 22.8 33.7 6.3 
EDUCATION 
1 Primary or below 17.6 7.0 1.3 42.1 44.0 0.0 
2 Secondary 44.1 64.1 53.9 40.2 38.6 32.9 
3 Matriculated 11.7 19.9 15.2 6.3 8.4 12.2 
4 Teritary or above 26.7 8.9 29.7 11.4 9.0 54.9 
OCCUPATION 
1 Professionals/ Executives 29.5 12.0 23.5 17.6 11.1 34.5 
2 White Collars 9.1 23.0 23.9 6.2 13.6 5.2 
3 Servicing/ Sales 14.7 24.0 23.4 19.3 17.3 15.5 
4 Technicians/ Workers 2.6 13.4 14.0 16.2 8.1 10.4 
5 Students 0.0 13.1 9.0 0.0 0.0 6.5 
6 Housewives 14.3 6.0 1.2 14.9 20.1 0.0 
7 Retired 18.0 0.0 2.9 15.9 18.9 11.1 
8 No Jobs 11.7 6.2 1.1 9.8 10.9 16.9 
9 Others 0.0 2.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MONTHLY PERSONAL INCOME 
0 No Income 43.4 33.2 14.8 47.6 48.5 30,7 
1 $3,999 or less 4.3 0.0 1.1 0.0 3.4 4.5 
2 $4,000-$5,999 5.2 0.0 2.7 0.0 6.0 3.5 
3 $6,000-$7,999 0.0 7.7 3.8 9.3 7.3 3.5 
4 $8,000-$9,999 5.0 17.1 22.3 16.1 7.2 2.6 
5 $10,000-$14,999 16.7 23.0 17.3 8.4 16.3 22.2 
6 $15.000-$19,999 2.6 10.3 17.7 8.6 3.7 5.0 
7 $20,000-$24,999 11.1 4.7 11.3 6.2 1.4 5.8 
8 $25,000-$39,999 2.9 2.5 6.4 1.9 4.5 8.7 
9 $40,000 or more 8.6 1.6 2.6 1.9 1.7 13.5 
MONTHLY HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
1 $3,999 orless 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.4 5.7 0.0 
2 $4,000-$5,999 4.4 0.0 0.0 5.7 13.4 0.0 
3 $6,000-$7,999 0.0 1.7 0.0 13.9 2.1 3.7 
4 $8,000-$9,999 0.0 1.8 5.3 5.0 13.0 12.8 
5 $10,000-$14,999 12.9 11.5 16.8 10.4 24.8 0.0 
6 $15,000-$19.999 4.8 15.6 13.5 15.2 “ 4.4 5.1 
7 $20,000-$24,999 29.3 26.5 17.9 12.8 8.2 20.8 
8 $25,000-$29,999 16.7 9.1 16.0 10.6 7.0 4.8 
9 $30,000-$39,999 2.9 17.5 9.4 10.6 6.0 12.5 
10 $40,000-$59,999 18.0 11.3 15.9 2.2 13.8 21.6 
'11 $60,000 or more 10.9 5.0 5.1 2.2 1.7 18.6 
TYPE OF HOUSING ^ 
- 1 Public Housing 29.8 30.1 30.8 51.0 53.3 24.9 
2 Home Ownership Scheme 11.9 11.2 18.6 8.7 7.2 14.9 
3 Private Housing 58.3 58.7 49.5 30.0 36.0 60.2 
4 Temporary Housing 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.0 0.0 
5 Others 0.0 0.0 1.1 7.6 3.5 0.0 
Marital Status 
1 Single 34.9 59.5 74.6 12.5 26.4 37.2 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CUHK L i b r a r i e s 
_1瞧^^ 
QD3SSTbT0 , 
